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cell"migration" and" tube" formation." Previous"work" in" our" laboratory" determined" that" RhoJ"
activation" negatively" regulates" focal" adhesion" (FA)" numbers," and" interacts" with" the" FA"
proteins"GIT1"and"βTPIX."The"studies"presented"in"this"thesis"aimed"to"characterise"the"role"
of" RhoJ" in" modulating" FA" dynamics," further" investigate" its" interactions" with" the" GIT/PIX"
complex,"and"generate"a"RhoJ"knockout"mouse"to"determine"its"function"in"vivo."








In" conclusion," the" data" presented" in" this" thesis" show" that" RhoJ" regulates" FA" disassembly,"
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Figure"3.1" Knockdown" of" endogenous" RhoJ" by" siRNA" transfection," and"
stable"expression"of"GFPTdominant"active"RhoJ"in"HUVEC"
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Figure"3.7" Knockdown" of" RhoJ" expression" in" HUVEC" specifically" prolongs"
focal"adhesion"disassembly."
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Figure"3.10" Knockdown" of" RhoJ" expression" does" not" alter" microtubule"
targeting"of"focal"adhesions"
121"
Figure"3.11" GFPTdaRhoJ"expression" increases" focal"adhesion" size" in"HUVEC,"
compared"to"GFP"control"expressing"cells"
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Figure"3.14" PreT" and" postTbleaching" images" of" adhesions" from" control" and"
RhoJ"biosensor"expressing"cells"in"the"red"and"green"channel"
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Figure"4.9" Expression" of" GFPTdaRhoJ" increases" recruitment" of" βTPIX" to" 154"
" xii"
focal"adhesions"






Figure"4.12" Knockdown"of" βTPIX" or"GIT1/2" reduces" recruitment" of" RhoJ" to"
focal"adhesions"
159"
Figure"4.13" Knockdown"of" RhoJ" or"GIT1/2" reduces" recruitment" of" βTPIX" to"
focal"adhesions"
162"
Figure"4.14" Knockdown" of" RhoJ" or" βTPIX" reduces" recruitment" of" GIT1" to"
focal"adhesions"
165"























Figure"4.23" GFPTdaRhoJ" expression" increases" phosphorylation" of" JNK," EGF"
receptor,"AMPKα2,"STAT5a"and"b,"Hck"and"βTCatenin"
187"
Figure"4.24" GFPTdaRhoJ" expression" affects" phosphorylation" of" MSK1/2,"
eNOS,"HSP27"and"PRAS40"
188"














Figure"5.5" Breeding" of" RhoJ" knockout"mice"with" PGKTCre"mice" produced" a"
line"of"mice"with"RhoJ"exon"2"removed"by"Cre"recombinase"
211"





Figure"6.1" RhoJ" regulates" angiogenesis" by" promoting" focal" adhesion"
disassembly"in"complex"with"GIT"and"PIX"
222"








































































































































































enabling" transport" of" amongst" others," gases" and" nutrients" around" the" body" (Adams" and"




islands." Angiogenesis" is" the" formation" of" blood" vessels" from" the" existing" vasculature"
(Carmeliet" 2003," Lamalice," Le" Boeuf" et# al." 2007)." These" two" methods" of" blood" vessel"




and" the" female" menstrual" cycle," and" is" tightly" regulated" by" a" balance" of" proT" and" antiT
angiogenic"factors"(Pandya,"Dhalla"et#al."2006)."A"soTcalled"‘angiogenic"switch’"occurs"when"
there" is" a" misbalance" of" these" factors," leading" to" dysfunction" of" endothelial" cells" and"
angiogenesis." This" contributes" to"many" pathological" conditions," including" cancer," asthma,"
obesity" and" atherosclerosis," which" may" be" characterised" by" insufficient" or" excessive"
angiogenesis." Tumours," for" example," are"unable" to" grow"more" than"approximately"1"mm3"
without" developing" their" own" blood" supply" and" thus" many" cancers" are" found" to" have"
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rarely" form" new" sprouts" except" in" the" case" of" the" female" reproductive" cycle" and" tissue"
repair." These" cells"maintain" their" ability" to" respond" to" extracellular" cues," however," and" in"
angiogenic" scenarios" they" are" capable" of" rapid" proliferation" in" order" to" form" new" vessels"
(Alberts"2002,"Potente,"Gerhardt"et#al."2011)."
Endothelial" cells" are" known" to" demonstrate" a" great" amount" of" heterogeneity," with"
differences" noted" between" vessels" of" varying" size," age" and" environments" (Cleaver" and"
Melton" 2003)." In" fact," endothelial" cells" that" form" arteries" and" veins" are" found" to" express"
distinct" sets" of" genes"which"mark" their" individual" fates" (Aird" 2012)."While" some" of" these"
distinct"transcriptional"patterns"are"fixed,"many"are"determined"by"the"environment"the"cell"
is" found" in"and" lost"upon" in#vitro" culture,"highlighting" the"plasticity"of"endothelial" cell" fate"
and"the"ability"to"adapt"to"the"milieu"(Alberts"2002,"Cleaver"and"Melton"2003,"Aird"2012)."
1.1.2 Mechanisms!of!angiogenesis!
Angiogenesis" is" initiated" by" endothelial" cell" sensing" of" proTangiogenic" signals" from" agents"
including"growth"factors"like"vascular"endothelial"growth"factor"(VEGF)"and"chemokines"like"





Figure" 1.1" demonstrates" the" process" of" sprouting" angiogenesis." Upon" activation" of"
endothelial" cells" by" these" factors," pericytes" surrounding" and" stabilising" the" vessel" detach,"





direction" of" growth" towards" this" growth" factor," in" particular" the" splice" variant" VEGF165." A"
diffusible" splice" variant" of" VEGF," VEGF121,"which" is" unable" to" bind"heparin" sulphate" in" the"
basement"membrane,"supports"endothelial"cell"proliferation"but"is"unable"to"regulate"tip"cell"
guidance"(Adams"and"Alitalo"2007)."Stalk"cells"follow"tip"cells,"and"have"high"levels"of"Notch"
signalling" which" is" responsive" to" the" DeltaTlike" 4" ligand." High" Notch" signalling" results" in"
reduced"filopodia"formation,"a"process"which"is"crucial"in"tip"cell"function;"as"a"result,"those"
cells" with" high" Notch" expression" are" excluded" from" the" front" of" the" sprout" (Blanco" and"
Gerhardt" 2013)." Stalk" cells" are" highly" proliferative," which" enable" the" extension" of" the"
growing"vessel."Notch"signaling" inhibits"proliferation,"and" its"activity"must"be" regulated"by"
other"proteins," in"particular" the"NotchTregulated"ankyrin" repeat"protein" (NRARP)" (Potente,"
Gerhardt" et# al." 2011)." Notch" signaling" also" stimulates" expression" of" VEGFR1." VEGFR1" is"




























connected" endothelial" cells," enabling" blood" flow" upon" formation" of" a" stable" vessel."
Eventually," the" elongating" sprout" meets" and" fuses" with" a" neighbouring" vessel." This"
established" vessel" is" subsequently" stabilised" by" recruitment" of" pericytes" and" other"mural"
cells,"deposition"of"a"basement"membrane"and"initiation"of"blood"flow."Increased"availability"
of"oxygen"downregulates"VEGF"and"as"such"tightens"the"junctions"between"cells"(Adams"and"
Alitalo" 2007," Carmeliet" and" Jain" 2011," Potente,"Gerhardt"et# al." 2011)." " Finally," in" order" to"
form" the"most" optimal" vascular" structure," vessels" are" subject" to" remodelling" and" pruning"
after"their"initial"formation"(Jain"2003,"Wacker"and"Gerhardt"2011).""
While" sprouting"angiogenesis" is" the"most"prevalent" form"of" angiogenesis," vessels" can"also"
form"by"intussusceptive"angiogenesis"and"in"pathological"scenarios"via"vessel"coToption"and"
vascular"mimicry." Intussusceptive," or" splitting," angiogenesis" occurs" when" endothelial" cells"
from" opposite" sides" of" a" vessel" migrate" towards" one" another" and" form" pillars" which"
subsequently" split" and"grow"by"merging"with"other"pillars." This"method"of" angiogenesis" is"
faster"than"growth"by"sprouting"and"requires"comparatively"less"energy,"since"there"is"little"
migration"and"proliferation."It"is"thought"that"while"sprouting"angiogenesis"is"responsible"for"







edge" of" the" tumour," providing" a" stable" blood" supply" where" coToption" fails" (Hillen" and"




vascularised." Mature" vessels" are" subsequently" pulled" towards" the" wound," and" further"
remodelled"by"the"more"classical"forms"of"angiogenesis"outlined"above"(Kilarski,"Samolov"et#
al."2009)."
Finally," tumour"cells"can"exploit"their" inherent"plasticity" in"order"to"mimic"endothelial"cells"








Rho" GTPases" are" a" subclass" of" the" RasTlike" G" protein" superfamily" which" act" as"molecular"
switches" cycling" between" an" active"GTPTbound" state" and" an" inactive"GDPTbound" state." In"
" 8"
total," there" are" 20" mammalian" Rho" GTPases" and" these" are" subTdivided" into" a" further" 8"
groups"according"to"sequence"and"domain"homology:"RhoTlike"(RhoA,"RhoB"and"RhoC),"Rnd"
(Rnd1," Rnd2" and" Rnd3/RhoE)," RacTlike" (Rac1," Rac2," Rac3" and" RhoG)," Cdc42Tlike" (Cdc42,"
TC10/RhoQ," TCL/RhoJ," Wrch1/RhoU" and" Chp/Wrch2/RhoV)," RhoBTB" (RhoBTB1" and"
RhoBTB2/DBC2),"RhoD,"Rif/RhoF"and"TTF/RhoH" (Burridge"and"Wennerberg"2004,"Boureux,"








called" switch" I)."Most" Rho" proteins" also" contain" regions" involved" in" binding" GDP" or" GTP,"





switch" I" and" switch" II" (Wheeler" and" Ridley," 2004)." These" regions" are" responsible" for"















amino" acid)," which" is" the" site" of" isoprenylation," enabling" association" with" the" lipid"




The" region" upstream" of" the" CAAX" box" is" also" important" in" the" localisation" of" the" Rho"
GTPases,"where"a"polybasic"region"(PBR,"a"group"of"basic"amino"acids)"or"palmitoylation"of"
cysteine"residues"are"required"for"proper"membrane"targeting"(Boulter,"Estrach"et#al."2012)."





for" GTP" and" subsequent" activation" is" regulated" by" guanine" nucleotide" exchange" factors"
(GEFs)." When" active," Rho" GTPases" are" able" to" bind" to" their" effectors" and" carry" out"
downstream"functions.""In"contrast"the"inactivation"of"Rho"proteins"i.e."the"hydrolysis"of"GTP"
to" GDP" due" to" the" intrinsic" GTPase" activity" of" the" protein," which" serves" to" terminate"
signalling," is" promoted" by" GTPase" activating" proteins" (GAPs)." Rho" guanine" nucleotide"









enable" binding" of" GTP" to" Rho" GTPases," thereby" activating" the" protein" and" allowing"
downstream"signalling."
There" are" 2" distinct" families" of" Rho" GEFs;" those" containing" a" Dbl" homology" (DH)" domain"




include" a" region" called" the" Pleckstrin" homology" domain" (PH)," which" coordinates" protein"
localisation"to"the"membrane"(although"it" is"also"thought"to"play"a"role"in"activation"of"the"
Rho"GTPase),"while"the"DHR1"domain"is"responsible"for"this"function"in"the"DOCK"family"of"






































the" same" Rho" protein." However," it" is" also" known" that" some" GEFs" can" activate" several"
different"GTPases" (GarciaTMata"and"Burridge"2007)," the"DHTPH"GEF"βTPIX" for"example"has"
been" shown" to" regulate" the"activities"of"both"Rac"and"Cdc42" (Feng,"Baird"et#al." 2006," ten"
Klooster,"Jaffer"et#al."2006)."
In" order" for" their" activities" to" be" regulated,"GEFs" are" frequently" subject" to" autoinhibition."
The"PH"domain"for"example"is"able"to"inhibit"some"members"of"the"DHTPH"family"of"GEFs"by"
steric" hindrance," while" binding" of" the" DH" domain" by" an" NTterminal" SH3" domain" inhibits"
others."In"DOCK"proteins,"the"SH3"domain"primarily"coordinates"inhibition."There"are"several"
methods" that"may" be" employed" to" relieve" this" autoinhibition," including" binding" by" other"
proteins"or"phosphorylation"at"specific"residues"(Cherfils"and"Zeghouf"2013)."
1.2.3.2 GAPs!
GTPaseTactivating" proteins" (GAPs)" are," in" contrast" to" GEFs," regulators" of" Rho" inactivation"
that" enhance" the" intrinsic"GTPase" activity" of" the" Rho" protein" and" as" such" convert"GTP" to"
GDP."Additionally,"they"reverse"effector"binding,"leading"to"the"termination"of"downstream"
signalling"(Ellenbroek"and"Collard"2007,"Tcherkezian"and"LamarcheTVane"2007)."
Much" like"GEFs,"GAPs" are" known" to"be"multidomain"proteins,"with" a"RhoGAP" core" region"






with" some"GAPs"acting"as" scaffold"or"effector"proteins," rather" than" regulating" inactivation"
(Tcherkezian"and"LamarcheTVane"2007)."
While" the" autoinhibition" of" RhoGAPs" has" yet" to" be" described" for" many" proteins" of" this"
family,"it"is"likely"to"be"regulated"by"proteinTprotein"interactions"(Cherfils"and"Zeghouf"2013)."




GDP"bound" forms"of" Rho"GTPases" and" impair" the" ability" of" the"Rho"protein" to" release" its"
nucleotide,"rendering"it"inactive."This"regulation"is"vital"in"generating"a"reservoir"of"inactive"
Rho"GTPases"in"the"cytosol"that"can"be"released"and"activated"when"necessary."The"RhoGDIs"
















pathways." Over" 100" targets" have" been" identified" thus" far," including" kinases"
(serine/threonine,"tyrosine"and"lipid)," lipases,"oxidases"and"scaffold"proteins"(Jaffe"and"Hall"
2005," Hall" 2012)." Each" GTPase" is" able" to" bind" many" effector" proteins" leading" to" the"
activation" of" a" multitude" of" signalling" cascades," and" specific" residues" in" the" Rho" protein"
enable"binding"of"a"specific"effector"(Bustelo,"Sauzeau"et#al."2007)."However,"it"is"also"known"
that"some"effectors"interact"with"more"than"one"Rho"GTPase"(Ellenbroek"and"Collard"2007);"











while" it" is" clear" that" the" subfamilies" related" to" these" proteins" regulate" similar" pathways,"





































































































is" an" important" part" of" migration." In" turn," endothelial" cell" migration" is" a" key" part" of"
angiogenesis," since" cells" must" be" able" to" move" in" order" to" form" new" vessels." Several"
members" of" the" Rho" GTPase" family" have" been" shown" to" have" roles" in" regulating" various"
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A"multitude" of" experiments" have" indicated" a" role" for" RhoJ" in" regulating" the" cytoskeleton."
Studies" in" REFT52" fibroblasts," mouse" fibroblasts" and" endothelial" cells" have" demonstrated"
that"expression"of" active"mutants"of"both"human"and"mouse"RhoJ" leads" to"a" reduction" in"
numbers"of" stress" fibres" (Vignal,"De"Toledo"et#al." 2000,"Abe,"Kato"et#al." 2003," Fukushima,"
Okada"et#al."2011,"Kaur,"Leszczynska"et#al."2011)."Additionally,"endogenous"RhoJ"was"shown"
to" localise" to" focal" adhesions" in" endothelial" cells" and" mediates" their" numbers" (Kaur,"
" 20"
Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)," and" others" have" reported" that" overexpressed" RhoJ" localises" to"
membrane"blebs"and"vesicles"(Fukushima,"Okada"et#al."2011)."
Several"groups"have"also"identified"a"function"for"RhoJ"in"actin"polymerisation."Expression"of"
a"dominant" active"mutant"of"RhoJ" (human"and"mouse)" induced"accumulation"of" fTactin" in"
fibroblasts"and" it"was"postulated"that"this" is"due"to"an" interaction"with"NTWASP" leading"to"
activation"of"the"Arp"2/3"complex"(Vignal,"De"Toledo"et#al."2000,"Abe,"Kato"et#al."2003)." In"
porcine"aortic"endothelial"cells,"active"RhoJ"expression"led"to"the"formation"of"actin"filament"
bundles" and" focal" adhesions" at" the" cell" periphery" (Aspenstrom," Fransson" et# al." 2004)." In"




cells,"with"knockdown"of"endogenous"protein" inducing" increased" levels"of"phosphoTmyosin"
light" chain," suggesting" a" link" between" RhoJ" and" Rho" kinase" (ROCK)" which"modulates" this"
phosphorylation"(Kaur,"Leszczynska"et#al."2011,"Kim,"Yang"et#al."2014)."
Since"RhoJ"regulates"various"aspects"of" the"cytoskeleton," it" is" logical" that"this" translates"to"










MMP" all" published," as" well" as" Cdc42" itself" (Aspenstrom," Fransson" et# al." 2004," Yuan,"
Sacharidou" et# al." 2011)." Additionally," active" RhoJ" is" known" to" bind" to" the" Cdc42/Rac1T





appears" the" recruitment" of" these" proteins" to" focal" adhesions" is" interdependent," since"
silencing" of" any" member" of" the" complex" negatively" affects" recruitment" of" the" others"
(Katarzyna"Leszczynska,"PhD"thesis)."The"GIT/PIX"complex"has"previously"been"shown"to"play"
a"role"in"regulating"adhesion"dynamics"(Zhao,"Manser"et#al."2000,"Nayal,"Webb"et#al."2006,"








It" also" appears" that" RhoJ" regulates" the" activity" of" and" itself" is" regulated" by" other" Rho"
GTPases."Dominant"negative"mutants"of"Rac1"and"Cdc42"inhibited"the"activity"of"RhoJ"in"REFT
52"cells,"while"knockdown"of"RhoJ"reduced"Rac1"and"Cdc42"activation"but" increased"active"
levels" of" RhoA" in" endothelial" cells" (Vignal," De" Toledo" et# al." 2000," Yuan," Sacharidou" et# al."
2011)."
Kaur"et#al."also"reported"that"levels"of"active"RhoJ"increase"upon"stimulation"of"endothelial"
cells" with" VEGF" after" 15" min," while" Fukushima" and" colleagues" describe" an" inhibition" of"
activation"after"treatment"with"this"growth"factor"for"2"min"(Fukushima,"Okada"et#al."2011,"
Kaur," Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)." These" differences" are" likely" to" be" due" to" the" timeTpoints"
analysed," suggesting" an" initial" inactivation" of" RhoJ" activity" immediately" after" VEGF"
treatment,"followed"by"a"later,"sustained"activation"from"15"min"to"1"h."Fukushima"et#al.#also"
describe" activation" of" RhoJ" by" Sema3E," and" stimulation" with" this" protein" induced" the"
transport"of"endogenous"RhoJ"from"the"cytoplasm"to"membrane"blebs;"they"postulate"that"
RhoJ"mediates"Sema3E"in"the"retraction"of"filopodia"(Fukushima,"Okada"et#al."2011)."
More" recent" studies" performed" by" Kusuhara" et# al." in" 2012" have" further" described" RhoJ"
inactivation" in" endothelial" cells." The" endothelial" expressed" guanine" nucleotide" exchange"
factor"Arhgef15,"along"with"a"truncated"form"of"the"protein"made"up"of"the"DH"and"PH"GEF"







glucose" transport." Chiang" et# al." showed" localisation" of" murine" RhoJ" (referred" to" as"
TC10β/TC10βL)" to" lipid" rafts" in" differentiated" 3T3L1" adipocytes," as" well" as" a" rapid" and"
transient"activation" in" response" to" insulin" treatment" (Chiang,"Hou"et#al." 2002)." Later," they"
also" determined" a" nucleotide" independent" interaction" between"RhoJ" and" TCGAP," another"
protein" involved" in" regulating" glucose" transport" (via" the" GAP" domain" of" TCGAP)" (Chiang,"
Hwang" et# al." 2003)." Others" also" investigated" the" role" of" RhoJ" in" adipogenesis," after"
expression"was"found"to"be"high"in"the"early"stages"of"adipocyte"differentiation."Knockdown"
of" RhoJ" prevented" differentiation" of"mouse" 3T3TL1" fibroblasts" into" adipocytes" and" led" to"






In"2003,"de"Toledo"and" colleagues" identified"a" role" for"RhoJ" in" the" regulation"of" the"early"
endocytic" pathway." Overexpressed" wtTRhoJ" localised" to" the" plasma" membrane" and"
early/sorting"endosomes"in"HeLa"cells."Knockdown"of"endogenous"protein"impaired"release"
of"transferrin,"while"expression"of"dominant"active"RhoJ"led"to"accumulation"of"transferrin"to"
early/sorting" endosomes" and" potentiated" its" release" without" use" of" perinuclear" recycling"
endosomes"(de"Toledo,"SenicTMatuglia"et#al."2003).""
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RhoJ" is" known" to" show"a" vascular" expression"pattern" in" the"developing"mouse"embryo"as"
well" as" the" veins" and" capillaries" of" the" retina." Expression" has" also" been" observed" in" the"




inducing" impaired" vessel" formation" in" Matrigel" plugs," and" reduced" melanoma" tumour"
growth"and"invasiveness"into"the"lymphatic"system"(Yuan,"Sacharidou"et#al."2011,"Ho,"Soto"
Hopkin"et#al."2013)."Overexpression"of"RhoJ"in"the"endothelial"cells"of"mice"led"to"embryonic"
lethality," with" growth" retardation" and" defective" vascular" development" at" E10.5." In"
accordance" with" the" data" gathered" in# vitro," membrane" blebs" were" also" found" in" retinal"
vessels" of" mice" heterozygous" for" endothelial" specific" RhoJ" overexpression" (Fukushima,"
Okada"et#al."2011)."
Takase" et# al." have" reported" the" generation" of" a" RhoJ" knockout" mouse," which" develops"




Recently," Kim" et# al." generated" a" RhoJ" knockout" mouse" for" extensive" use" in" tumour"
angiogenesis"studies.""They"first"determined"that"RhoJ"was"highly"and"specifically"expressed"
in"the"blood"vessels"of"Lewis" lung"carcinomas"and"melanoma,"as"well"as" in"tumours"arising"
from" a" spontaneous" breast" tumour" model." Expression" was" particularly" high" during" early"
tumour"formation"and"in"the"angiogenic"peritumoral"region."In"the"knockout"mouse,"tumour"
growth" was" inhibited," with" reduced" vessel" sprouting," vascular" density" and" metastasis."




of" the" RhoJ" knockout" slowed" growth" of" established" tumours" and" increased" the" rate" of"
survival," suggesting" that" RhoJ" could" be" a" target" for" antiTcancer" therapies" in" the" future." In"
addition," blockade" of" VEGF" in" the" RhoJ" knockout" mouse" enhanced" the" effect" of" RhoJ"
knockout" alone," and" this" was" phenocopied" with" simultaneous" in# vivo" siRNA" of" RhoJ" and"
VEGF" blockade." Similarly," when" RhoJ" knockout" mice" were" treated" with" the" vascular"
disruption"agent"CombretastatinTA4TPhosphate" (CA4P)," the"antiTtumour"effect"observed" in"
either"case"was"heightened"(Kim,"Yang"et#al."2014)."






vitro," and" mediates" the" expression" of" Sox10," a" known" oncogene" required" for" melanoma"
formation"in"both"mice"and"humans"(Ho,"Aruri"et#al."2012).""
To" conclude," RhoJ" is" an" endothelialTexpressed" protein" of" the" Cdc42" subfamily" of" Rho"
GTPases." It" is"known"to"regulate"the"actin"cytoskeleton"and"focal"adhesions,"mediating"cell"
migration" and" tube" formation" as" a" result." Linked" to" this," RhoJ" is" also" known" to" regulate"
activity"of"Rac1,"Cdc42"and"RhoA,"with" its"expression"controlled"by"the"transcription"factor"
ERG." Recently," RhoJ" has" been" implicated" as" having" a" role" in" melanoma" invasion" and"
chemoresistance,"retinal"vascularisation"and"tumour"angiogenesis."Further"understanding"of"
the"biochemical" functions"of" RhoJ"within" endothelial" cells" and"how" it" interacts"with"other"
















globular" actin" monomers," which" are" added" at" the" barbed" end" of" the" filament." Actin"
monomers"are"bound"by"ATP,"which" is"hydrolysed"to"ADP"upon"addition"to"the"chain,"and"
this"energy"release"is"crucial"in"mediating"the"polymerisation"process"(Disanza,"Steffen"et#al."
2005," Lee" and" Dominguez" 2010)." Lamellipodia" are" broad" membrane" protrusions" at" the"
leading" edge" of" the" cell" containing" branched" actin" networks." Actin" polymerisation" is"
mediated" by"WASP" and"WAVE" activation" of" the" Arp2/3" complex" in" these" regions," and" is"
terminated" by" the" addition" of" capping" proteins" to" the" barbed" ends" of" the" filament."
Additionally,"these"structures"are"only"weakly"adhered"to"the"extracellular"matrix,"enabling"
dynamic"reorganisation"and"forward"movement"(Ridley,"Schwartz"et#al."2003,"Chhabra"and"
Higgs" 2007)." Filopodia"meanwhile" are" fingerTlike" protrusions" arising" from" the" front" of" the"
lamellipodia"that"serve"to"probe"the"environment,"and"contain"long"unbranched"bundles"of"
actin."In"these"projections,"proteins"which"facilitate"capping"of"filaments"and"branching"are"
inhibited," thus" allowing" continuous" elongation." There" is" a" large" amount" of" evidence" to"
suggest" that" the" Ena/VASP" group" of" proteins" act" to" promote" actin" polymerisation" in" an"
environment"rich"in"capping"proteins"by"antagonising"the"action"of"these"proteins,"although"




In"order" to" stabilise" the"membrane"protrusions," adhesions" form"which" connect" the" cell" to"
the" extracellular" matrix" (Parsons," Horwitz" et# al." 2010)." These" adhesions" vary" in" type" and"
composition,"with"nascent"adhesions"assembling" initially"and"subsequently"maturating" into"
small" focal" complexes," larger" focal" adhesions" and" long," highly" stable" fibrillar" adhesions"
(ZaidelTBar,"Cohen"et#al."2004,"Worth"and"Parsons"2008,"Parsons,"Horwitz"et#al."2010)."Not"
all" cells" display" each" type" of" adhesion" though," with" focal" adhesions" more" apparent" in"
adherent,"contractile"cells"while"nascent"adhesions"are"commonly"found"in"fast"moving"cells"
(Parsons," Horwitz" et# al." 2010)." Figure" 1.4! shows" a" diagram" of" a" motile" cell" with" the"
cytoskeletal"structures"that"form"and"disassemble"in"order"for"the"cell"to"migrate"forwards."




conformational" change" in" the" αT" and" βT" chains," and" enables" interactions" between" the"
integrin" cytoplasmic" domain" and" intracellular" proteins" such" as" talin," filamin" and" αTactinin"
(ZaidelTBar" and" Geiger" 2010)." Such" proteins" enable" indirect" interactions" between" the"
integrin" and" filamentous" actin;" the" head" domain" of" talin," for" example," binds" the" integrin"







































and" regulates" Rho" GTPase" activities" but" also" recruits" Calpain" 2" and" p42" ERK/MAPK" to"
adhesions" (Carragher,"Westhoff"et#al." 2003,"Mitra,"Hanson"et#al." 2005)."Over"180"proteins"
have"thus"far"been"identified"in"the"soTcalled"‘integrin"adhesome’,"forming"a"highly"complex"
network" of" at" least" 742" interactions" which"may" be" switched" on" or" off" depending" on" the"
cellular" environment" (ZaidelTBar" and" Geiger" 2010)." Moreover," the" presence" of" signalling"







2012)."The" rate"of"assembly" is"proportional" to" the" rate"of"membrane"protrusion,"and" thus"
fast"moving"cells"contain"rapidly"assembling"and"disassembling"nascent"adhesions"(VicenteT






























their" assembly," they" are" myosinTindependent" (Choi," VicenteTManzanares" et# al." 2008,"
VicenteTManzanares" and" Horwitz" 2011)." Choi" and" colleagues" also" determined" that" the"
components" that" make" up" the" nascent" adhesion," which" include" vinculin," FAK" and" GIT1,"
appear"to"recruit"and"disassemble"at"the"same"time,"which"may"suggest"that"these"proteins"
are" already" assembled" into" a" complex" when" they" form" the" adhesion" (Choi," VicenteT
Manzanares"et#al."2008)."
The" proteins" in" the" adhesion" are" mostly" immobile," which" indicates" that" they" are" more"
strongly" associated" with" integrins" than" actin" (Brown," Hebert" et# al." 2006)." While" the" cell"
moves"forwards,"adhesions"at"the"rear"of"the"lamellipodia"either"disassemble,"or"mature"into"
focal" complexes." This" maturation" appears" to" be" closely" linked" to" contractility," and" since"
contractility" varies"depending"on" the" cell" and" its"environment,"not"all" cells"display" the" full"
range" of" adhesion" types" (Parsons," Horwitz" et# al." 2010," Hanein" and" Horwitz" 2012)." More"
recently" however," evidence" has" been" put" forward" to" suggest" that" adhesion"maturation" is"
independent"of"tension,"but"rather"myosin"II"regulates"this"process"by"mediating"retrograde"
flow"and"bundling"of"actin."Additionally,"overTexpression"of"αTactinin"or"Dia1," two"proteins"





et# al." 2010," Hanein" and" Horwitz" 2012)." Unlike" nascent" adhesions," focal" complexes" are"
dependent"on"myosin"II"activity"(VicenteTManzanares"and"Horwitz"2011)."Most"often,"these"
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focal" complexes" are" also" fairly" transient," with" a" lifetime" that" is" longer" than" nascent"
adhesions," but" still" only" several" minutes" (Parsons," Horwitz" et# al." 2010)." These" complexes"
tend" to" mature" into" focal" adhesions" due" to" retraction" of" the" lamellipodium" as" the" cell"
continues"to"migrate"(ZaidelTBar,"Ballestrem"et#al."2003)."
Focal"adhesions"are" larger"still" than"focal"complexes,"measuring"around"3T10"μm"in" length,"
and"grow"from"the"site"of" the"original" focal"complex" towards" the"cell" centre,"generating"a"
polarised"structure"(Wolfenson,"Henis"et#al."2009,"Parsons,"Horwitz"et#al."2010)."Rather"than"
being" found" in" one" particular" region" of" the" cell" as" is" seen" with" nascent" adhesions," focal"
adhesions"are"spread"across"the"base"of"the"cell"(Worth"and"Parsons"2008),"and"found"at"the"
ends"of" actin" stress" fibres."Additionally," the" composition"of" the" adhesion"differs" from" less"







composition" than" focal" adhesions." Rather" than" a" large" array" of" scaffolding" and" signalling"











Firstly," targeting" of" adhesions" by" microtubules" is" known" to" be" a" method" of" adhesion"
disassembly," however" it" is" not" yet" clear" whether" this" is" a"mechanism" common" to" all" cell"
types." It" is" apparent" that" these" targeting" events" are" more" frequently" found" at" sites" of"
adhesion"disassembly,"and"that"multiple"microtubule"targeting"enables"disassembly"at"both"
the" leading" and" trailing" edges" (Efimov" and"Kaverina" 2009," Stehbens" and"Wittmann"2012)."




As" indicated" in"microtubule" targeting" of" adhesions," calciumTdependent" calpain" proteolysis"
seems"to"be"important"in"regulating"focal"adhesion"dynamics."Knockdown"of"calpain"2"led"to"
slower"disassembly"of"adhesions"and"increased"stability"due"to"reduced"calpain"cleavage"of"a"


































the" turnover" of" paxillin," zyxin" and" vinculin" at" adhesions" affected" upon" expression" of" the"
calpainTresistant" form" (Franco,"Rodgers"et#al." 2004)." In" turn," FAK"appears" to" regulate" talin"
dynamics"and"its"proteolysis"is"necessary"for"talin"disassembly"from"(as"well"as"recruitment"
to)"adhesions"(Chan,"Bennin"et#al."2010)."Cleavage"of"paxillin,"meanwhile,"appears"to"have"an"
inverse" effect" on" adhesion" disassembly." The" resulting" fragment" appears" to" act" as" an"
antagonist"to"uncleaved"paxillin,"inducing"slower"disassembly"of"adhesions,"while"a"resistant"
mutant" results" in" faster" turnover" (Cortesio," Boateng" et# al." 2011)." Together," these" data"
suggest"that"calpain"is"able"to"both"promote"and"inhibit"adhesion"disassembly,"and"it"may"be"
that"the"predominant"function"depends"on"the"environment"or"cell"type."
Both" clathrinTmediated" and" caveolar" endocytosis" have" also" been" shown" to" be" involved" in"
mediating" focal" adhesion" disassembly," in" particular" in" facilitating" integrin" uptake" (Bass,"
Williamson"et#al."2011,"Brinas,"Vassilopoulos"et#al."2013)."Phosphorylated"dynamin"interacts"
with" FAK" and" Src" in" focal" adhesions," and" this" complex" potentiates" the" endocytosis" of" β1T"
integrin" and" as" such" adhesion"disassembly" (Wang," Cao"et# al." 2011)."Additionally," dynamin""
interacts"with"the"phosphatase"PTPTPEST,"which" itself"plays"a"role" in"adhesion"disassembly"
(AngersTLoustau,"Cote"et#al."1999,"Eleniste,"Du"et#al."2012)."The"targeting"of"microtubules"to"
adhesions" is" also" important" in" mediating" the" uptake" of" adhesion" components," with"




As" well" as" external" forces" and" structures" regulating" focal" adhesion" disassembly," proteins"
within" the" complex" are" known" to" regulate" this" process" too." FAK" in" particular" has" been"
implicated" in"mediating"adhesion"disassembly,"which" is"perhaps"not" surprising" considering"
its" role"as"both"a"scaffold"and"signalling"protein."Phosphorylation"of"FAK" is" required" for" its"
activation," with" six" tyrosine" residues" in" particular" being" identified" as" sites" of"
phosphorylation." Of" these," Tyr" 397" is" autophosphorylated," while" other" residues" are"
phosphorylated" by" kinases" like" Src." Both" Tyr" 397" and" Tyr" 925" have" been" implicated" in"
mediating" focal"adhesion"disassembly."Expression"of"mutants"of"FAK"that"are"unable"to"be"
phosphorylated" induced"heightened"adhesion"stability,"with" fewer"disassembled"adhesions"
and" longer" disassembly" durations" observed" (Hamadi," Bouali" et# al." 2005," Deramaudt,"
Dujardin"et#al."2011)."Vinculin"too"has"recently"been"shown"to"be"necessary"for"recruitment"






and" this" was" increased" when" full" length" GIT1" was" expressed" alongside" βTPIX." One"
interpretation"is"that"GIT1"is"normally"found"in"an"autoinhibitory"conformation,"where"the"CT
terminus" is" masked" and" affinity" for" paxillin" reduced," and" this" inhibition" is" subsequently"
relaxed"by"interaction"with"βTPIX"(Zhao,"Manser"et#al."2000)."
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Further" investigation" by" Nayal" et# al." also" distinguished" that" phosphorylation" of" paxillin" at"
serine" 273" strengthens" the" interaction" with" GIT1" and" drives" the" localisation" of" the"
GIT/PIX/PAK" complex" to" the" leading" edge" where" it" triggers" adhesion" disassembly."
Knockdown" of" GIT1" in" Rat2" fibroblasts" led" to" reduced" turnover" of" adhesions," with"
lengthened" durations" of" both" assembly" and" disassembly." Expression" of" a" GIT1" mutant"
lacking"the"PIX"binding"domain"(SHD)"along"with"a"phosphomimetic"paxillin"Ser"273D"mutant"
greatly" impaired" adhesion" disassembly" compared" to" cells" expressing" the" paxillin" mutant"
alone"(Nayal,"Webb"et#al."2006)."Together,"these"data"suggest"that"localisation"GIT1"and"PIX"
to"the"leading"edge"is"required"for"adhesion"disassembly."
Phosphorylation" of" βTPIX" at" tyrosine" 442" has" also" been" implicated" in"mediating" adhesion"
disassembly"in"NIH"3T3"cells."Treatment"of"cells"with"epidermal"growth"factor"(EGF)"is"known"
to"induce"phosphorylation"of"βTPIX"(via"Src"and"FAK),"and"stimulated"cells"expressing"a"wildT
type" construct" of" βTPIX" induced" disassembly" of" adhesions." In" contrast," cells" expressing" a"
mutant" form" of" PIX" that" cannot" be" phosphorylated" at" Tyr" 442" retained" their" adhesions"
(Feng,"Baird"et#al."2010)."It"appears"that"phosphorylation"of"βTPIX"weakened"the"interaction"
with"GIT,"however"this"weakened"interaction"in"turn"strengthened"the"association"between"
GIT" and" paxillin," which" may" explain" why" phosphorylated" βTPIX" enhances" adhesion"
disassembly"(Feng,"Baird"et#al."2010)."
Additionally,"Kuo"et#al." identified"that"myosin"II"activity"suppressed"the"abundance"of"βTPIX"
in" focal" adhesions,"which" suggests" an" inverse" role" in" adhesion"maturation." The" lifetime"of"







for"example,"mediate"adhesion" formation"and"maturation." In"particular,"RhoA" is"known"to"
mediate" adhesion" maturation" via" its" effector" ROCK," which" regulates" phosphorylation" of"
myosin" light" chain," leading" to" activation" of" myosin" and" ultimately" contractility" (Parsons,"
Horwitz"et#al."2010)."
Rac,"too,"has"been" implicated" in"regulating"the"formation"of"focal"complexes,"by"clustering"





thought" to" modulate" focal" adhesion" dynamics." Early" data" identified" a" reduction" in" the"
number"of"focal"adhesions"seen"in"cells"overTexpressing"Wrch1"(Saras,"Wollberg"et#al."2004),"
and"more"recent"investigations"have"found"that"knockdown"of"Wrch1"induces"the"formation"
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adhesion" targeting" homology" (FAH)" domain" which" interacts" with" the" LD4" motif" within"
paxillin," promoting" localisation" to" focal" adhesions" (Turner," Brown" et# al." 1999," Manabe,"




GIT1" and" GIT2," particularly" between" residues" 300T600" (Webb," Mayhew" et# al." 2006)." A"






85" kDa" SH3" domainTcontaining" prolineTrich" protein" (p85SPR," (Oh," Yoo"et# al." 1997))."Much"
like"GIT2,"which"may"be"expressed"as"a"truncated"GIT2Tshort"protein,"βTPIX"has"been"found"
to"be"expressed"as"a"smaller" form,"called"p50CoolT1."Multiple"splice"variants"of"βTPIX"have"
also"been"reported," in"particular"βTPIXTa" (or"β1TPIX)"and"βTPIXTb" (or"β2TPIX),"which"differ" in"
that"β2TPIX"contains"a"serineTrich"region"in"place"of"the"coiledTcoil"CTterminal"domain"(Koh,"
Manser"et# al." 2001)." The" PIX" family" of" proteins" has" also" been" implicated" in"many" cellular"
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and" βT" isoforms" include:" a" Src" homology" 3" (SH3)" domain," which" is" able" to" interact" with"
prolineTrich"regions"of"proteins"including"PAK"(Oh,"Yoo"et#al."1997,"Manser,"Loo"et#al."1998);"
the"Dbl"homology"(DH)"and"Pleckstrin"homology"(PH)"domains"that"are"known"to"coordinate"
exchange" activity" in" guanine" nucleotide" exchange" factors" (Bagrodia," Taylor" et# al." 1998,"
Cherfils"and"Zeghouf"2013);"a"prolineTrich"region"that"binds"to"the"phosphatases"POPX1"and"
POPX2,"which" inactivate"PAK"(Koh,"Tan"et#al."2002,"Frank"and"Hansen"2008);"a"GITTbinding"






βTPIX," which" facilitates" binding" to" proteins" containing" a" PDZ" domain" such" as" Scribble"
(Audebert,"Navarro"et#al."2004)."
It" has" been" observed" that"multiple"GIT" and" PIX" proteins" interact" to" form" large" oligomeric"
complexes." Both" GIT" and" PIX" proteins" associate" with" themselves" via" their" coiled" coil"






Both" the" GIT" and" PIX" families" have" been" identified" as" demonstrating" catalytic" activity"





several" of" the" intracellular" roles" identified" for" the" GIT" proteins" (Donaldson" and" Jackson"
2000).""
The" PIX" proteins," meanwhile," act" as" GEFs" towards" small" Rho" GTPases." There" is" some"
controversy" surrounding" the" GEF" activity" of" βTPIX," however" it" has" been" shown" while"
dimerised," αTPIX" specifically" displays" exchange" activity" towards" Rac1," monomeric" αTPIX"
functions" as" a" GEF" towards" both" Rac1" and" Cdc42," and" this" activity" is" dependent" on"
interaction"with"PAK"or"Cbl"(Feng,"Albeck"et#al."2002,"Feng,"Baird"et#al."2004)."Additionally,"





dissociation" of" GDP" from"Cdc42"when" phosphorylated" at" tyrosine" 442,"which" relieves" the"
autoTinhibition"imposed"by"the"T1"domain;"this"was"not,"however,"found"in"the"case"of"Rac1"
(Feng," Baird" et# al." 2006)." Others" have" reported" that" βTPIX" promotes" activation" of" Rac1"
(Manser,"Loo"et#al."1998,"Koh,"Manser"et#al."2001,"ten"Klooster,"Jaffer"et#al."2006),"however"
it" is"not"clear"whether" it"regulates"the"exchange"activity"of"this"GTPase."Additionally,"there"
are" multiple" splice" variants" of" βTPIX" that" differ" in" their" CTterminii," the" region" where" the"




It" is" via" its" Arf" GAP" activity" that" GIT1" is" thought" to" regulate" internalisation" of" the" β2T
adrenergic" receptor" (Premont," Claing" et# al." 1998)," and" exocytosis" in" neuroendocrine" cells"
(Meyer," Deliot" et# al." 2006)." Further" investigation" has" implicated" GIT1" as" having" a" more"
general" role" in" clathrinTmediated" endocytosis" of" GTprotein" coupled" receptors," rather" than"
the" β2AR" alone" (Claing," Perry" et# al." 2000)," and" both"GIT" proteins" have" been" described" as"
regulating" ligandTstimulating" trafficking" of" the" receptor" for" the" chemoattractant" fMLP"
(Gavina,"Za"et#al."2010).""
βTPIX," meanwhile," has" also" been" linked" to" trafficking," via" its" activity" towards" Rac." The"
regulation" of" Rac" activation" is" thought" to" be" important" in" mediating" exocytosis" in"
neuroendocrine" cells" (Momboisse," Lonchamp"et# al." 2009),"membrane" translocation"of" the"
infectionTrecognising" receptor," NOD2," in" monocytic" cells" (Eitel," Krull" et# al." 2008)" and"
pinocytosis"(Lee,"Yang"et#al."2011)."Recently,"βTPIX"has"also"been"identified"as"a"regulator"of"
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insulinTstimulated" glucose" secretion," by" acting" as" a" GEF" for" Cdc42" in" pancreatic" islet" beta"




The"GIT" proteins" have" been" implicated" in"mediating"many" aspects" of" the" cytoskeleton," in"
particular" focal" adhesion" dynamics," since" they" interact" with" the" core" adhesion" protein"
paxillin" (Turner," Brown" et# al." 1999," Zhao," Manser" et# al." 2000)." GIT" is" recruited" to" focal"
adhesions"via"this"interaction,"however"unlike"GIT1,"GIT2"must"first"be"phosphorylated"at"3"
tyrosine" residues" (Tyr" 286," 392" and" 592)" by" Src" or" FAK" before" it" can" bind" to" paxillin" and"




the" localisation" of" the" GIT/PIX" complex" to" the" leading" edge," and" promotes" membrane"
protrusion" and" adhesion" turnover" (Nayal," Webb" et# al." 2006)." Additionally," PAK" may" be"
activated"by"GIT1" in" association"with"PIX," independently"of"GTPases" (Loo,"Ng"et#al." 2004)."
Small"GTPases"such"as"Rac1"and"Cdc42"are"recruited"to"focal"adhesions"by"interacting"with"
the"CRIB"domain"found"in"certain"PAK"proteins,"or"by"directing"binding"to"PIX."As"described"
previously," the" PIX" proteins" have" been" identified" as" GEFs" for" the" Rho" GTPases" Rac1" and"
Cdc42," however" it" appears" that" they" also" act" as" scaffolds" for" these" proteins" at" adhesions"
(Frank" and"Hansen" 2008)." GIT1" has" also" been" identified" as" a" scaffold" for"MEK1TERK1/2" in"
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thought" to" regulate" cell" spreading," protrusion" and" migration," and" without" this"
phosphorylation" GIT1" is" retained" within" stable" focal" adhesions" (Huck," Kemkemer" et# al."
2012)."PAK1"is"also"known"to"promote"phosphorylation"of"GIT1"Ser709,"a"residue"within"the"
paxillin" binding" sequence,"which" induces" increased" interaction"with" paxillin" and" enhances"
membrane"protrusion"(Webb,"Kovalenko"et#al."2006),"while"phosphorylation"of"Tyr321"in"the"
SHD" is" required" for" association" with" and" activation" of" FAK," and" regulates" spreading" and"
migration" of" osteoblasts" (Ren," Yu" et# al." 2012)." Meanwhile," phosphorylation" of" Ser273" in"
paxillin" decreases" its" interaction" with" FAK" and" is" postulated" to" cause" a" switch" in" binding"
partner"preference"to"GIT"thus"triggering"focal"adhesion"disassembly"(Bertolucci,"Guibao"et#
al."2008)."
Together," the"GIT/PIX"complex" is" thought" to" regulate" focal"adhesion"disassembly,"which" is"
outlined"in"Section"1.4.5."Briefly,"it"is"understood"that"PIX"promotes"the"interaction"between"
GIT" and" paxillin" by" unmasking" the" CTterminal" paxillin" binding" sequence" of" GIT," thus"
potentiating" adhesion" disassembly" (Zhao," Manser" et# al." 2000)." While" Ser273"
phosphorylation"of"paxillin"decreases"the"interaction"with"FAK,"it"strengthens"the"binding"to"







dissociates" from" maturing" complexes" and" is" negatively" regulated" by" myosin" II" and"
contractility"(Kuo,"Han"et#al."2011)."Additionally,"αTPIX"interacts"with"and"acts"downstream"of"
the" protease" calpainT4" (Rosenberger," Gal" et# al." 2005);" given" that" calpains" are" known" to"
mediate"adhesion"disassembly"by"cleaving"proteins"within"the"complex"it"is"possible"that"αT
PIX"mediates"this"activity"in"some"way."
It" has" also" been" reported" that" phosphorylation" of" Tyr" 442" in" βTPIX," which" relieves" autoT
inhibition"of"GEF"activity,"weakens" the" interaction"with"GIT" thus"promoting" the"binding"of"
GIT" with" paxillin." As" a" result," phosphorylation" of" βTPIX" is" thought" to" trigger" adhesion"
disassembly," while" the" loss" of" this" phosphorylation" induces" the" formation" of" stable"
adhesions"and"potentiates"association"of"paxillin"with"the"plasma"membrane"(Feng,"Baird"et#
al."2010)."
Many" studies" have" identified" roles" for" the" GIT" and" PIX" proteins" in" regulating" membrane"
protrusion,"cell"spreading"and"migration."In"particular,"knockdown"of"GIT2"has"been"found"to"
induce" the" formation"of"unstable"protrusions,"along"with"a" reduction" in"migration"velocity"
and"persistence,"implicating"the"protein"in"mediating"directional"cell"migration"(Brown,"Cary"
et# al." 2005," Yu," Deakin" et# al." 2009)." There" is" evidence" to" show" that" a" GEF" for"
Rac1/RhoA/Cdc42,"Vav2,"regulates"the"polarised"localisation"of"GIT2"and"βTPIX"at"the"leading"
edge"enabling"directional"migration"(Jones,"Machida"et#al."2013)."Others"have"demonstrated"
an" interaction" between" βTPIX" and" myosin" IIA" that" is" released" upon" inhibition" of" myosin."
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When" associated" with" myosin," βTPIX" is" inactive" as" a" GEF" and" thus" its" release" leads" to"
activation"of"Rac1"and"subsequent" lamellipodia"and"focal"adhesion"formation"(Lee,"Choi"et#





isoform"of" βTPIX," βTPIXTbL" has" also" been" implicated" in" enhancing"microtubule" induced" cell"
spreading"(Lee,"Yang"et#al."2011)."
Interestingly," much" like" RhoJ" (see" Section" 1.3.2)," GIT1" has" been" identified" in" mediating"
podosome"formation" in"vascular"smooth"muscle"cells"and"endothelial"cells." It"appears" that"








function." In" particular," treatment" of" endothelial" cells" with" thrombin," which" induces"












vasculature."Mice" lacking"GIT1"were" found" to"have" reduced"numbers"of"microvessels," and"
increased" pruning" of" arteriolar" branches" in" the" lungs." Additionally," hypoperfusion" was"
observed" in" the" capillaries" of" knockout" mouse" lungs" compared" to" wild" type." Closer"
inspection"identified"a"reduced"number"of"endothelial"cells"in"GIT1"knockout"lungs,"and"as"a"
result" this" led" to" decreased" expression" of" VEGFR2." Potentially" linked" to" this," Pang" and"
colleagues" also"demonstrated" that"GIT1" is" required" for" normal" endothelial" proliferation" in#
vivo,"as"well"as"identifying"a"role"in"mediating"VEGF"signalling,"in"particular"in"the"activation"
of"PLCγ"and"ERK1/2"(Pang,"Hoefen"et#al."2009)."
Phosphorylation" of" GIT1" Tyr" 321" has" also" been" identified" as" required" for" regulation" of"
angiogenesis"in"the"healing"of"bone"fractures."Rats"with"fractured"tibiae"were"injected"with"





Recently,"GIT1" has" been" found" to"mediate" vessel" remodelling" after" ligation" of" the" carotid"
artery." In" particular," it" was" observed" that" formation" of" the" intima" was" significantly"
diminished"in"GIT1"knockout"mice,"while"GIT1"expression"greatly"increased"in"the"intima"of"
wildTtype"mice"after" ligation."Further"investigation"demonstrated"that"GIT1"was"involved"in"




βTPIX" meanwhile" has" been" identified" as" a" mediator" of" cerebral" vascular" stability" and"
angiogenesis" in" the" zebrafish." Zebrafish" with" a" mutation" in" βTPIX" have" cerebral"




is" required" for"βTPIX" to" regulate"stability"of"cerebral"vessels,"and" loss"of"GIT1"phenocopies"
the"haemorrhagic"effect"seen"upon"mutation"of"βTPIX."Additionally,"βTPIX"regulates"cerebral"
angiogenesis"specifically," in"concert"with" integrins"αv"and"β8"with"GIT1"acting"as" the"bridge"






















































Our" group" has" previously" shown" that" RhoJ" localises" to" and" regulates" numbers" of" focal"
adhesions," as" well" as" mediating" migration" and" tube" formation" of" endothelial" cells."




mediating"focal"adhesion"turnover" in"concert"with" its" interacting"partners"GIT"and"PIX."The"
aims"of"the"studies"outlined"in"the"following"chapters"were"to"distinguish"how"RhoJ"regulates"
focal" adhesion" dynamics," the" physical" and" functional" consequences" of" the" interactions"
between"RhoJ"and"the"GIT/PIX"complex,"and"finally"to"generate"a"RhoJ"null"mouse"for"use"in"
in#vivo#angiogenesis"assays."








2. To! characterise! how! RhoJ! interacts! with! the! GIT/PIX! complex,! and! what! the!
functional!consequences!of!this!interaction!are.!
YeastTtwoThybrid" and" pulldowns" were" used" to" confirm" binding" of" RhoJ" to" its" partner"
proteins," and" reciprocal" recruitment" to" focal" adhesions" was" studied." The" effect" of"
RhoJ/GIT/PIX" knockdown" on" tube" formation," and" the" role" of" βTPIX" in" mediating" RhoJ"
activation" were" assessed" to" give" insights" into" the" functional" effects" of" the" interaction."





of"mice" demonstrated" germline" transmission" of" a" genetrap" cassette" that"was" designed" to"
interrupt"expression"of"RhoJ,"however"this"genetrap"did"not"function"correctly."Subsequent"
investigation"was"carried"out"to"determine"the"splicing"that"occurs"in"these"mice,"and"further"





























































































RhoJ" siRNA"duplexes"were" designed"with" dTdT" overhangs" on" sense" and" antisense" strands"
and" purchased" from" Eurogentec," while" those" targeting" GIT1," GIT2" and" βTPIX" were" preT






















































































































































































Oligonucleotides"were" purchased" from" Eurogentec"with" the" exception" of" EW26T28,"which"
were"purchased" from"Alta"Bioscience"Ltd."Base"numbers" from" the"coding" sequence"of" the"
















































































Primers" for" quantitative" polymerase" chain" reaction" (PCR)" were" designed" using" the" webT

































































































Human" umbilical" vein" endothelial" cells" (HUVEC)" were" isolated" with" collagenase" from"
umbilical" cords" supplied" by" Birmingham"Women’s"Hospital" that" had" been" obtained" under"
informed"consent"(local"ethics"number:"11T063),"and"used"in"various"assays."Cells"from"three"




published" (Maciag," Cerundolo" et# al." 1979)," with" 100" units/ml" Penicillin" and" 100" μg/ml"





Human" embryonic" kidney" 293T" cells" (HEK293T," from" Dr" Mike" Tomlinson," University" of"
Birmingham)," which" are" also" transformed" with" the" SV40" large" T" antigen" (Abcouwer,"
Robinson"et#al."1989)"were"cultured"in"Dulbecco’s"Modified"Eagle’s"Medium"(DMEM,"Sigma)"
supplemented" with" 10%" (v/v)" foetal" bovine" serum," 4" mM" LTglutamine" and"






HUVEC" and"HMECT1"were" passaged" at" a" ratio" 1:3"when" they" had" reached" confluence." To"
passage"a"10"cm"dish,"cells"were"washed"once"with"sterile"PBS,"and"incubated"for"5"min"at"
37°C" with" 3" ml" 1%" (v/v)" trypsinTEDTA" (Sigma)" in" PBS." Once" cells" had" detached," HUVEC"
medium" (containing" FBS" which" inhibits" the" action" of" trypsin)" was" added." Cells" were"
centrifuged"at"195"x"g," room"temperature" (25°C)" for"5"min,"and" the"pellet" resuspended" in"
HUVEC"medium."This" suspension"was" split"equally" into"3"gelatin"coated"10"cm"plates," in"a"
total"of"10"ml"medium"per"plate."HDF"were"passaged"1:3"as"per"HUVEC,"however"complete"
DMEM"was"used"to"collect"and"resuspend"cells,"and"this"suspension"split"equally"between"3"












10" cm" plate," 2" tubes" were" set" up:" one" containing" duplex" diluted" in" 680" µl" OptiMEM"
(Invitrogen)"and"another"containing"a"mixture"of"12"µl"RNAiMAX"lipofectamine"diluted"in"108"
µl"OptiMEM."Mixtures"were"incubated"at"25°C"room"temperature"for"10"min"before"addition"
of" the"120"µl" lipofectamine"mix" to"duplexes."The"combined"mixes"were" then"mixed"gently"
and" incubated"for"another"10"min"at"room"temperature."During"this" incubation,"cells"were"
washed" twice"with"10"ml"PBS"and"3.2"ml"OptiMEM"added"per"plate." The" transfection"mix"
(800"µl)"was"then"added"and"plates"gently"rocked"in"a"northTsouth"eastTwest"motion"to"mix"
before" incubating" at" 37°C," 5%" CO2." After" 4" h," transfection" mixtures" were" replaced" with"
HUVEC" medium" lacking" antibiotics" and" returned" to" the" incubator." Experiments" were"














6"well"plate# 2"x"105# 170"µl# 3"µl"+"27"µl"OptiMEM# 800"µl#
6"cm"plate# 3.6"x"106# 245"µl# 4.3"µl"+"38.7"µl"OptiMEM# 1150"µl#
10"cm"plate# 1"x"106# 680"µl"# 12"µl"+"108"µl"OptiMEM# 3200"µl#
"
2.8.2 PEI!transfection!
To" introduce" plasmid" DNA" into" HEK293T" cells," polyethylenimine" (PEI)" transfections" were"
performed." The" day" before" transfection," 3" x" 106" HEK293T" cells" were" plated" in" complete"
" 70"
DMEM"on"sterile"10"cm"dishes."To"transfect"one"10"cm"plate"of"cells,"9"µg"plasmid"DNA"was"






In" order" to" transduce"HUVEC" to" express" proteins" of" interest," HEK293T" cells"were" used" to"









To" transduce" HUVEC," cells" were" infected" with" lentivirus" produced" in" HEK293T" cells" as"
follows:"1"x"106"HUVEC"were"plated"onto"10"cm"plates"coated"with"0.1%"(w/v)"gelatin"in"PBS,"
in"HUVEC"medium."The"next"day"virus"was"collected"from"HEK293T"cells"and"centrifuged"at"
195" x" g," 5" min." The" virus" was" supplemented" with" 8" µg/ml" polybrene" (Sigma)," 90" µg/ml"
heparin"and"bovine"brain"extract," filtered"with"a"0.45"µm2"pore"syringe"filter"(Corning)"and"
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and" transferred" to" 1.5" ml" tubes." Cells" were" centrifuged" at" 5000" x" g" for" 2" min" and" the"
supernatant"removed"by"aspiration."Then,"an"appropriate"volume"of"Rho"assay" lysis"buffer"
(supplemented"with"protease"inhibitor"cocktail"(Sigma),"2"mM"Na2VO3"and"10"mM"NaF)"was"
added" to" the" pellet" (approximately" 100" μl" per" 10" cm" plate)," mixed" by" vortexing" and"
incubated"on" ice" for"15"min" to" lyse" cells." The" lysates"were" then"centrifuged" for"10"min"at"
21910" x" g" at" 4°C." Supernatants"were" added" to" an" equal" volume" of" 2" x" SDSTPAGE" sample"
buffer"and"stored"at"T20°C."
2.10.2 SDS!Polyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis!
Samples" for" electrophoresis" were" thawed" (if" frozen)" and" boiled" for" 5" min" at" 100°C."
Approximately" 10" µg" samples" (volumes" calculated" using" the" BioRad" DC" Protein" Assay"












the" transfer" in" XCell" II" Blot"Module"wet" transfer" apparatus" (Invitrogen)." The" transfer"was"
performed"at"30"mV,"for"1"h"at"4°C"and"successful"transfer"confirmed"by"Ponceau"S"(Sigma)"
staining." The"membrane"was" blocked" in" 5%" (w/v)" skimmed"milk" powder" in" TBST" at" room"
temperature," and" then" incubated"with" the" appropriate" primary" antibody" in" TBST"with" 3%"
(w/v)"BSA"and"0.01%"(w/v)"sodium"azide"at"4°C"overnight."The"next"day,"the"membrane"was"
washed"5"times,"each"of"6"min"with"TBST"and"incubated"with"secondary"antibody"conjugated"
to"horseradish"peroxidise"(HRP)"diluted" in"5%"milk" in"TBST"for"1"h"at"room"temperature." It"
was" then" washed" as" before" with" TBST," incubated" with" enhanced" chemiluminescent"




incubated" with" 50" ml" Western" stripping" buffer" (with" 350" µl" βTmercaptoethanol" added"
immediately"prior"to"use)"for"30"min"at"60°C."The"stripped"membrane"was"then"given"six"5"
" 73"




To" assess" levels" of" mRNA" in" different" cell" lines," total" RNA" was" first" extracted" using" the"
RNeasy"mini"kit"(Qiagen)."Initially,"cells"on"10"cm"dishes"were"washed"with"PBS,"scraped"in"1"
ml"PBS"and"transferred"to"1.5"ml" tubes."Samples"were"then"centrigfuged"at"5000"x"g" for"1"
min" and" pellets" stored" at" T80°C" until" RNA" extraction" was" to" be" performed." Pellets" were"
subsequently" thawed," and" the" appropriate" volume" of" buffer" RLT" added" according" to" the"
manufacturer’s"instructions."Mixtures"were"thoroughly"resuspended,"then"an"equal"volume"
of"70%"(v/v)"ethanol"in"Diethyl"Pyrocarbonate"(DEPC)"treatedTwater"added"and"mixed"well."
This" water" was" prepared" by" adding" 0.1%" (v/v)" DEPC" (Sigma)," which" inhibits" RNAses," to"
ultrapure" water" and" mixing" thoroughly." The" DEPC" water" solution" was" left" at" room"
temperature" for" approximately"16"h" and" then"autoclaved"before"use."Up" to"700"µl" of" the"
extraction"mix"was"transferred"to"an"RNeasy"mini"spin"column"and"centrifuged"at"12000"x"g"























In"order" to"quantify" relative"gene" transcription,"quantitative"PCR"was"performed"using" the"
Universal" ProbeLibrary" (Roche)." Primers" were" designed" using" the" webTbased" Universal"
ProbeLibrary"Assay"Design"Centre"(Roche)"such"that"they"covered"exon"boundaries."For"each"
25"µl"reaction,"a"mix"containing"12.5"µl"2x"qPCR"mix,"1"µl"each"primer,"0.25"µl"probe"and"0.25"
µl" water" was" combined"with" 10" µl" cDNA" (diluted" 5Tfold)." qPCR"was" performed" using" the"





gene" knockdown," calculated" copies" of" the" gene" of" interest" were" divided" by" those" of" the"
housekeeping" gene" and" expressed" as" a" percentage," with" siControl" transfected" cells"
respresenting"100%"expression.""
To" determine" relative" abundance" of" gene" expression" across" different" cell" lines," cycle"
threshold"(CT)"values"were"used."The"CT"value"is"the"cycle"at"which"the"fluorescence"signal"of"
the" gene" is" equal" to" the" threshold" set" by" the" program," generated" using" a" best" fit" to" the"
curves"generated"by"the"serial"dilutions."The"CT"value"of"the"housekeeping"gene"(flotillinT2)"

















Luria" Bertani" (LB)" Agar" plates" containing" antibiotics" (100" μg/ml" Ampicillin" or" 50" μg/ml"
Kanamycin"with"20"μg/ml"Chloramphenicol)"and"incubated"at"37°C"overnight."The"following"










rest" pattern)," or" until" they" could" be" pipetted" smoothly." The" resuspended" bacteria" were"
centrifuged"in"1.5"ml"tubes"for"10"min"at"21910"x"g,"4"°C,"and"supernatants"pooled"and"mixed"
with"an"equal"volume"of"100%"glycerol."Lysates"were"stored"at"T20"°C."








2.10.2)" alongside" BSA" standards." Gels" were" stained" overnight" with" Coomassie" dye" and"
destained"with"Coomassie"destaining"buffer."
2.14 RhoJ!activation!assay!
Glutathione"agarose"beads"were"swollen" in"E.#coli" lysis"buffer," then"resuspended"to"a"50%"
slurry." For" each" pulldown" to" be" performed," 25" µl" slurry" was" incubated"with" a" volume" of"
bacterial" lysate" containing" approximately" 5" µg" GSTTPBD" protein" (produced," purified" and"
tested"as"per"Section"2.13)"in"E.#coli#lysis"buffer"(supplemented"with"protease"inhibitors)"and"
left" to"bind" for"1"h"on"a" rotating"wheel" at"4" °C."Beads"were" then"washed"3" times" in"1"ml"
nucleotide" loading" lysis" buffer" (supplemented"with" protease" inhibitors," 10"mM"NaF" and" 2"












wheel" for" 45" min" at" 4" °C." Beads" were" then" washed" 3x" with" Rho" assay" lysis" buffer"




Plasmids"were" purified" from" bacterial" cultures" on" both" large" and" small" scale." The"Qiagen"








Eurogentec)," 1" µl" Phusion" HighTFidelity" DNA" Polymerase" (ThermoScientific)" and" 1" µl"








Either" purified"PCR"products" (generated" as" per" Section"2.15.2)" or" 5"µg"plasmid"DNA"were"
incubated"with"5"µl"10"x"enzyme"buffer"(New"England"Biolabs),"5"µl"10"x"BSA"(if"required)"and"








purified"using" the"GeneJET"gel"extraction"kit" (Fermentas),"according" to" the"manufacturer’s"
protocol."
2.15.6 DNA!ligation!












approximately" 1" h." Bacteria"were" subsequently" plated" onto" LB" agar" plates" containing" the"
appropriate"antibiotics"and"left"to"grow"overnight"at"37"°C."
2.15.8 Storage!of!plasmids!and!sequencing!of!DNA!












yeast" nitrogen" base" without" amino" acids," 0.14%" (w/v)" yeast" synthetic" dropTout" medium"




medium" lacking" leucine." Those" fused" to" the" DNA" binding" domain" of" Gal4p" in" the" pGBT9"
vector" can" be" selected" on" SCD"medium" lacking" tryptophan." Yeast" transformed"with" both"





of" strategies" used" to" subclone" constructs" are" listed" in" Table" 2.6.1." The" original" mutants"
(Premont,"Perry"et#al."2004)"were"first"transformed"into"competent"bacteria"(as"per"Section"




restriction" enzymes" to" generate" sticky" ends" and" the" vector" was" treated" with" Antarctic"
phosphatase" (NEB)" to"prevent" relegation."Digested" inserts" (or"vectors)"were"purified"using"
the"GeneJET"Gel"Extraction"kit"(Fermentas),"and"ligations"performed"overnight"according"to"
" 82"










water"before" transferring" to"1.5"ml" tubes"and"centrifuging"again"at"5000"x"g,"2"min."Then,"
240"μl"50%"(w/v)"polyethylene"glycol"(PEG,"MW"3350,"Sigma),"36"μl"1"M"lithium"acetate"pH"
7.5," 10" μl" singleTstranded" carrier" DNA" from" salmon" sperm" (Invitrogen)," which" had" been"
boiled" for"5"min" then"chilled"on" ice," and"34"μl" sterile"water" containing"0.1T0.5"μg"plasmid"













AD" come" into" contact," transcription" of" the" HIS3" gene" is" activated" allowing" synthesis" of"
histidine." Interactions" can" therefore" be" identified" by" plating" yeast" onto" medium" lacking"
histidine," since" interacting" proteins" will" stimulate" the" production" of" this" amino" acid" and"
allow"yeast" growth." This" reporter" gene" is"however" ‘leaky’" (James,"Halladay"et#al." 1996)" so"
test" plates" lacking" His" were" supplemented" with" 3" mM" 3TaminoT1,2,4Ttriazole" (3AT)" to"
prevent"false"positives.""3AT"competitively"inhibits"the"enzyme"imidazoleglycerolTphosphate"
dehydratase,"the"product"of"the"HIS3"gene"that"contributes"to"the"production"of"histidine."








To" visualise" proteins" of" interest" by" confocal"microscopy," cells"were" plated" onto" coverslips"
and" subsequently" fixed" and" stained." HUVEC" were" plated" onto" coverslips" in" a" confluent"
" 84"











room" temperature."Coverslips"were" returned" to"wells" and"washed"again"3" times"with"PBS"
and" incubated" with" secondary" antibody" in" blocking" buffer" for" 30T60" min" as" per" primary"
antibody."Coverslips"were"again"returned"to"wells"and"washed"twice"with"PBS"and"once"with"
H2O," and"mounted"onto" glass" slides"with" 5.5"µl" ProLong"Gold"Antifade" reagent"with"DAPI"





















scratch" edge" were" monitored" by" timelapse" TIRF" microscopy" in" order" to" analyse" focal"
adhesion"lifetime."Sparsley"plated"RFPTPaxillin"HUVEC"were"also"imaged"by"TIRF"microscopy,"
in"order"to"quantify"numbers"of"focal"adhesions"per"cell.""
For" cells" in"a" scratch"wound,"3.5" x"105"RFPTPaxillin"expressing"HUVEC"were" seeded"onto"6"
well" plates" coated" with" 0.1%" (w/v)" gelatin," in" HUVEC" medium." The" next" day" cells" were"
transfected"with"siRNA"as"in"Section"2.8.1,"and"24"h"later,"2.5"x"105"cells"were"replated"onto"
35" mm" diameter," 20" mm" microwell" MatTek" plates" (1.5" uncoated" coverslip," MatTek"
Corporation)." The" next" day," in" order" to" ensure" cells" were" migrating," the" monolayer" was"
" 86"
wounded" with" a" sterile" 20" µl" pipette" tip." Complete" DMEM" lacking" phenol" red" (Sigma),"
prepared"as"per"HUVEC"medium,"was"added"to"the"cells"and"wounds"left"to"heal"at"37°C,"5%"
CO2" for" 2T4" h" before" imaging." Fluorescent" cells" along" the"wound" edge"were" selected" and"
monitored" for" 1.5" h" using" a"Nikon" TIRF" system"on" a"Nikon" Eclipse" Ti" Inverted"microscope"
(Nikon)" at" 37°C"with"CO2" buffering." RFPTPaxillin" expressing" cells"were" imaged"every" 2"min"
using"a"Green"Diode"561"nm"laser"(those"expressing"GFP"constructs"were"also"imaged"with"
an" ArgonTIon" 457T514" nm" laser)" and" a" CFL" Plan" Apo" 60x" NA" 1.49" objective." Images"were"
captured" on" a" 12Tbit" Ixon" 1M" EMCCD" camera" controlled" by" the" Nikon" NIS" Elements"
software." Videos" were" converted" to" AVI" files" using" NISTElements" 3.2" and" finally" lifetime"
analysed"using"the"cell"counter"plugTin"on"ImageJ.""









The" coTculture" tube" formation" assay" is" an" organotypic" assay" used" to" assess" formation" of"
tubules"by"HUVEC"cultured"on"HDF."Tubules"which"form"are"more"similar"to"those"found" in#
" 87"






the" day" after" transfection." Medium" and" treatments" were" then" replaced" every" two" days."
Three" days" after" transfection," HUVEC" lysates" were" prepared" for" Western" blotting" as" per"
Section"2.10"to"confirm"knockdown."
 Staining!of!coWculture!tubules!2.19.2
Six" days" after" plating" HUVEC," tubules" were" fixed" and" stained" according" to" the" following"
protocol." First," cells"were"washed"once"with"PBS," then" they"were" incubated" for"30"min"at"
room"temperature"with"70%"(v/v)"ethanol"chilled"to"T20°C."Cells"were"washed"twice"with"PBS"
before"incubation"with"primary"antibody"(mouse"antiThuman"CD31)"in"1%"(w/v)"BSA"in"PBS"
for" 1" h" at" 37°C." Then,"wells" were"washed" three" times"with" PBS" before" adding" secondary"
antibody"conjugated"to"HRP"(antiTmouse)"in"1%"(w/v)"BSA"in"PBS,"again"for"1"h"at"37°C."Cells"







































24"h" to"allow" tubes" to" form." Images"were"captured"using"a"Leica"DM" IL"microscope"and"a"
USB" 2.0" 2M" Xli" camera," with" 5T6" images" per" condition." Analysis" of" tube" formation" was"




role"of"Src"and"FAK" in" this"phosphorylation," small"molecule" inhibitors"were"used" to" inhibit"









In" order" to" assess" the" effect" of" dominant" active" RhoJ" expression" on" phosphorylation" of" a"
panel"of"kinases,"the"human"phosphoTkinase"array"from"R&D"Systems"was"used."To"perform"
the" assay," HUVEC" stably" expressing" GFP" or" GFPTdaRhoJ"were" plated" at" 2" x" 106" on" 10" cm"
dishes"and"the"next"day,"cells"were"rinsed"and"scraped"into"1"ml"PBS."Cells"were"centrifuged"
at" 5000" x" g" for" 2" min," then" lysed" in" 200" µl" lysis" buffer" 6" (supplemented" with" protease"












at"5000"x"g" for"2"min,"and" incubated"with"100"μl" tail" lysis"buffer" (with"Proteinase"K"added"







To" determine" whether" mice" were" wildTtype," heterozygous" or" knockouts," genotyping" of"
genomic"DNA"was"performed."PCR"reactions"(25"μl)"were"set"up:"12.5"μl"REDTaq"ReadyMix"















to"Home"Office"guidelines," then" lung"tissue"was"quickly"removed"and"snap"frozen" in" liquid"
nitrogen."Approximately"30"mg"tissue"was"used"per"RNA"extraction."Tissue"was"placed"in"a"
chilled"pestle" and"mortar," and" ground" into" a" fine"powder"under" liquid"nitrogen."After" the"
nitrogen"had"evaporated,"700"μl"QIAzol"reagent"(Qiagen)"was"added"to"the"powder"and"once"
dissolved," the" homogenate" added" to" a" QIAshredder" (Qiagen)" and" centrifuged" for" 2" min."
Then,"140"μl"chloroform"was"added"to"the"resulting"samples"and"tubes"shaken"vigorously"for"
15"seconds."After"2T3"min,"samples"were"centrifuged"at"12000"x"g"for"15"min"at"4"°C."At"this"
point," the" sample" separates" into"3"distinct"phases"and" the"RNA" is" contained" in" the"upper,"
colourless" phase." The" RNATcontaining" phase" was" transferred" to" a" fresh" 1.5" ml" tube"
(approximately"350"μl)," and"1.5x" volume"of" 100%" (v/v)" ethanol" added"and" samples"mixed"
thoroughly."Up" to"700"μl" sample"was" transferred" to"an"RNeasy"mini" spin" column" (Qiagen)"
and"centrifuged"at"12000"x"g! for"15"seconds"(subsequent"centrifugation"steps"were"carried"
out"at"the"same"speed),"and"repeated"until"all"sample"had"passed"through"the"column."The"




min" to" remove" any" remaining" buffer." The" column"was" then" transferred" to" a" fresh" 1.5"ml"
tube," 30" μl" RNAse" free"water" added" and" column" centrifuged" for" 1"min" to" elute" RNA." To"
assess" the" concentration"of" the"eluted"RNA,"2"μl"was" removed" for"measurement"with" the"





In" order" to" determine" splicing" in" the" RhoJ" genetrap" mouse," cDNA" generated" from" RNA"
extracted"as"per"Section"2.22.4"was"amplified"by"PCR."Primers"spanning"the"exon"boundaries"











each" day" and" mice" culled" according" to" Home" Office" guidelines" when" they" reached" the"
maximum" tumour" load" of" 1.2" cm3." Tumours" were" subsequently" collected," weighed" and"
images"taken."
2.23 Image!analyses!
All" analysis" of" images" was" performed" using" ImageJ" software." To" assess" lifetime," focal"
adhesions"were"manually" tracked"using" the"Cell"Counter"plugTin," lifetime"was" taken"as" the"
time"from"which"the"adhesion"was"first"visible"to"the"point"where"it"could"no"longer"be"seen."
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Assembly" and" disassembly" durations" were" calculated" by" manually" outlining" tracked"
adhesions" and"measuring"mean"grey" values" across" the" lifetime"of" the"adhesion."Assembly"




To" determine" recruitment" of" partner" proteins" to" adhesions," individual" focal" adhesions"
around" the" periphery" of" the" cell" were" identified" based" on" vinculin" staining" and"manually"
outlined"on"the"vinculin"channel."Mean"grey"values"of"the"protein"of"interest"were"measured"
on" the" corresponding" channel" using" ImageJ." Imaging" across" conditions" for" each" protein"
stained"was"performed"using"the"same"microscope"settings"in"order"to"attempt"to"maintain"
similar"intensities"of"background"staining."For"each"of"the"recruitment"replicates,"data"points"
from" each" experimental" group"were" scaled" to" the"mean" of" the" siControl" dataset" for" that"
experiment." Data" were" then" pooled" to" determine" relative" recruitment" across" all" the"










analyse" significance" in"most" cases," as" these" tests" do" not" assume" a" normal" distribution" of"








































Migration" of" cells" is" a" key" process" in" angiogenesis," and" in" order" to" migrate" cells" must"
remodel" their" cytoskeleton." Forward" movement" is" facilitated" by" the" formation" of"
lamellipodia"and"focal"adhesions"at" the" leading"edge"of" the"plasma"membrane,"along"with"
release" and" disassembly" of" adhesions" at" the" rear" (Raftopoulou" and" Hall" 2004," Bryan" and"
D'Amore"2007)."Focal"adhesions"are"multiTprotein"complexes"made"up"of"both"scaffold"and"
signalling" constituents" that" connect" the" intracellular" cytoskeleton" with" the" extracellular"
matrix" (Petit," Thiery" 2000)." They" initially" form" as" focal" complexes," which" either" rapidly"
disassemble" or" mature" into" adhesions" and" disassemble" as" the" cell" moves" forwards"
(Broussard,"Webb"et#al."2008).""
Rho"GTPases"have"long"been"described"as"regulators"of"cell"migration,"with"members"from"




and" stress" fibre" assembly" (Ridley" and" Hall" 1992)" while" Rac1" regulates" lamellipodial"
protrusions"and"Cdc42"mediates"filopodia"formation."However"in"1995,"Nobes"and"Hall"first"
identified" RhoATindependent," RacTinduced" focal" complexes," as" well" as" those" formed" by"
Cdc42." Additionally," Cdc42" was" found" to" activate" RhoA" and" Rac1" activity" in" confluent"
fibroblasts,"proving"a"link"between"these"Rho"GTPases"(Nobes"and"Hall"1995)."
RhoJ" is" a" member" of" the" Cdc42" subfamily" of" Rho" GTPases" that" is" highly" expressed" in"
endothelial"cells."Previous"work"by"members"of"this"laboratory"and"others"has"shown"that"it"
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localises" to" focal" adhesions" and" regulates" their" numbers" in" HUVEC," as" well" as" mediating"
aspects"of"the"cytoskeleton"in"fibroblasts,"PAEC"and"melanoma"cells"(Vignal,"De"Toledo"et#al."
2000,"Aspenstrom,"Fransson"et#al."2004,"Kaur,"Leszczynska"et#al."2011,"Ho,"Soto"Hopkin"et#al."
2013)."Recent"work"has"also" identified"a" role" for"RhoJ" in" regulating" the"activities"of"RhoA,"
Rac1"and"Cdc42"(Yuan,"Sacharidou"et#al."2011),"which"in"turn"is" likely"to"effect"cytoskeletal"
rearrangement."
The"aim"of" the"work"presented" in" this"chapter"was"to"determine"how"RhoJ"regulates" focal"
adhesion" dynamics." In" order" to" monitor" adhesion" dynamics" by" TIRF" microscopy," HUVEC"
expressing" a" red" fluorescent" protein" (RFP)" tagged" paxillin" were" generated" and" their"
behaviours" confirmed" as" being" comparable" to" untransduced" cells." Their" use" in" TIRF"
microscopy"was"optimised"and"subsequently"RhoJ"expression"was"manipulated"using"siRNA"
knockdown" or" expression" of" a" dominant" active" mutant" and" lifetime," assembly" and"





fibre" and" focal" adhesion" number" phenotypes" had" previously" been" observed." TIRF"
microscopy" studies" of" focal" adhesion" dynamics"were" performed" on" cells" at" the" edge" of" a"
scratch" wound." While" cells" with" manipulated" RhoJ" expression" did" not" have" increased"
numbers" of" adhesions" when" in" a" monolayer," those" cells" migrating" to" close" a" scratch" did"
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(Kaur," Leszczynska"et#al." 2011)."Presumably," this" is"because" the" scratch"edge" is" the" site"of"
maximal"motility"and"as"a"result,"cytoskeletal"rearrangement."
3.2 Manipulation! of! RhoJ! expression! by! RNA! interference! and!
lentiviral!transduction!
In"order"to"assess"the"role"of"RhoJ" in#vitro," two"methods"were"employed"to"manipulate" its"
expression."RNA"interference"was"used"to"diminish"RhoJ"protein"expression"in"HUVEC"while"






the" interferon" response" (Sukhbir"Kaur,"PhD" thesis)."As"can"be"seen" in"Figure"3.1.A,"HUVEC"
transfected"with"10"nM"of"either"RhoJ"siRNA"1"or"RhoJ"siRNA"2"have"minimal"RhoJ"protein"
expression" compared" to" siControl" HUVEC" at" 2" days" after" transfection." Densitometry"


























































was"produced" in"HEK293T" cells" and"used" to" infect"HUVEC."These" transduced"HUVEC"were"
capable"of"stably"expressing"the"genes"of"interest,"as"the"Western"blot"in"Figure"3.1.B"shows"
with" expression" of" GFP" and" a" GFPTdaRhoJ" fusion" protein" observed." The" transduction"





3.3 Optimisation! of! TIRF! microscopy! to! monitor! focal! adhesion!
dynamics!in!HUVEC!
Previous" work" in" our" laboratory" identified" a" role" for" RhoJ" in" regulating" focal" adhesion"
numbers,"with"more"focal"adhesions"being"observed"in"endothelial"cells"with"reduced"RhoJ"
expression" and" fewer" in" cells" expressing" a" dominant" active" mutant" of" RhoJ" (Kaur,"
Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)." Since" focal" adhesions" are" dynamic" complexes" which" assemble,"
mature"and"disassemble,"experiments"were"designed"to"test"the"hypothesis"that"RhoJ"may"
regulate" this" cycle" in" some" way." Imaging" by" total" internal" reflection" fluorescent" (TIRF)"
microscopy" is" an" ideal" method" of" monitoring" focal" adhesion" dynamics" because" only"
fluorophores" approximately" 100" nm" or" less" from" a" coverslip" can" be" visualised," reducing"
background" noise" (Mattheyses," Simon" et# al." 2010)." As" focal" adhesions" are" found" at" the"
interface"between"the"cell"and"the"extracellular"matrix,"these"complexes"can"be"imaged"by"
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introducing" a" fluorescently" tagged" focal" adhesion" protein." In" these" experiments" a" red"
fluorescent" protein" (RFP)" tagged" paxillin" was" introduced" into" HUVEC" by" lentiviral"
transduction" in" order" to" allow" visualisation" of" adhesions." This" work" was" done" in"
collaboration" with" the" Rappoport" laboratory" (School" of" Biosciences," University" of"
Birmingham)."
Initially,"it"was"important"to"confirm"that"these"RFPTpaxillin"expressing"HUVEC"demonstrated"
the" same" phenotype" upon" RhoJ" knockdown" as" fixed," untransduced" cells"
immunofluorescently"stained"and"imaged"by"confocal"microscopy." In"order"to"do"this,"RFPT
paxillin" cells" were" transfected" with" control" or" RhoJ" specific" siRNA" duplexes," then" the"
following"day"plated"sparsely"onto"MatTek"dishes,"and"imaged"by"TIRF"microscopy"48"h"after"




As" the" data" in" Figure" 3.2" show," focal" adhesion" number" per" cell" area" was" significantly"
increased" in" RhoJ" knockdown" RFPTpaxillin" expressing" HUVEC" compared" to" control"
transfected" cells." Furthermore," numbers" of" adhesions"were" significantly" increased" in" RhoJ"
siRNA" 2" transfected" cells" (p=0.0059," data" not" shown)," however" this" was" not" the" case" for"
those"transfected"with"RhoJ"siRNA"1"(p=0.0581,"data"not"shown),"most" likely"due"to"subtle"





















HUVEC," and" thus" these" cells" and" this" method" of" transfection" was" used" for" all" later"
investigations."
Upon"analysis"of"focal"adhesion"number"per"cell"area"in"RFPTpaxillin"HUVEC,"there"appeared"
to" be" more" adhesions" than" normally" found" in" untransduced" HUVEC." It" was" therefore"
necessary"to"determine"whether"this"was"due"to"the"imaging"technique"being"more"sensitive"
than" the"confocal"microscopy"used" in" the"past" (Kaur," Leszczynska"et"al."2011),"or"whether"
expression" of" RFPTpaxillin" resulted" in" an" increased" number" of" adhesions." In" order" to"
investigate" this,"RFPTpaxillin"HUVEC"were"plated" sparsely"onto"coverslips," as" the" increased"
focal" adhesion" numbers" phenotype" had" previously" been" observed" at" this" density" (Kaur,"
Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)," then" fixed" and" stained" with" a" different" focal" adhesion" marker"
protein,"vinculin."Single"cells"were"then"imaged"by"confocal"microscopy,"and"focal"adhesion"
number"per"cell"area"calculated"as"described"above."Levels"of"RFPTpaxillin"expression"were"
quantified" by" measuring" the" mean" grey" value" of" cells" on" the" red" channel." Cells" were"
classified" as" low" (<5000" units)," medium" (5000T10,000" units)" or" high" (>10,000" units)"
expressers" according" to" the" intensity" value" generated." Focal" adhesion" densities" were"
analysed"in"at"least"10"cells"per"expression"category"from"3"independent"experiments,"each"
using"different"HUVEC"isolates"to"eliminate"cord"variability."The"Kruskal"Wallis"test"was"used"
to" assess" the" statistical" significance" of" differences" in" focal" adhesion" densities" between"
different"intensity"categories."

































localisation" of" RFPTPaxillin" with" vinculin" was" noted," showing" that" the" construct" localises"
correctly." It" should"however"be"noted" that" coTlocalisation"was"most"obvious" in" those" cells"
expressing"high"levels"of"RFPTPaxillin,"although"this" is" likely"due"to"a"sensitivity" issue"rather"
than"incorrect"localisation."An"example"of"coTlocalisation"is"shown"in"Figure"3.4.""




this"monolayer"was"wounded" and"motile" cells" found" at" the" scratch" edge"were" imaged"by"





The"variation"between"cells"was"analysed"using" the"Kruskal"Wallis" test,"with"no" significant"
differences" seen" between" any" of" the" 5" cells" analysed." The" line" graph" in" Figure" 3.5.B" is" a"
histogram"showing"the"distribution"of"focal"adhesion"lifetime"durations,"with"most"adhesions"
present"for"between"20"to"40"minutes."































timeframe." Adhesions" were" also" not" counted" if" they"moved" outside" of" the" imaging" field."
Furthermore," cells" were" discounted" if" they" appeared" to" be" retracting," or" if" focus" was"
insufficient"to"determine"that"only"one"focal"adhesion"was"being"monitored"at"a"time."Efforts"
were"made"to"discount"focal"adhesions"that"merged"or"split"during"their"lifetime.""
This" initial" data" suggested" that" TIRF"microscopy"was" an" appropriate"method" by" which" to"
monitor" the" effect" of" RhoJ" on" focal" adhesion" lifetime," and" gave" an" idea" of" the" normal"
duration"of"lifetime"in"untreated"cells."As"such,"investigation"into"the"role"RhoJ"plays"in"focal"




As" the" data" in" Section" 3.3" demonstrate" TIRF" microscopy" is" an" appropriate" method" to"
monitor"focal"adhesion"dynamics,"and"show"that"the"cells"to"be"used"(RFPTPaxillin"expressing"
HUVEC)" act" in" the" same" way" as" untransduced" HUVEC," it" was" possible" to" investigate" the"
effect"of"diminished"RhoJ"expression"on"focal"adhesion"dynamics." In"order"to"do"this,"RFPT
Paxillin"expressing"HUVEC"were" transfected"with"either" control" (siControl)"or"RhoJ" specific"
siRNA" (RhoJ" siRNA)." Two"days" later," the"monolayer"of" transfected" cells"was"wounded"and"






are" highlighted"with" a" white" box" in" Figure" 3.6.A)"monitored" from" the" siControl" and" RhoJ"
siRNA"transfected"cells,"with"arrows"highlighting"the"adhesion"monitored."Figure"3.6.C"shows"
a"box"and"whisker"plot"of"the"focal"adhesion"lifetime"from"control"and"RhoJ"knockdown"cells."
When"analysed"using" the"Mann"Whitney" test," a" significant" difference"was" found"between"
the"lifetime"durations"of"control"and"RhoJ"knockdown"focal"adhesions,"with"RhoJ"knockdown"
leading" to" an" increased" length" of" time" taken" for" adhesions" to" assemble," mature" and"
disassemble" (p=0.0018)." The"histogram" in"Figure"3.6.D" shows" the" lifetime" times" separated"
into"10Tminute"groups."As"can"be"seen,"a"rightwards"shift"is"observed"in"the"duration"of"the"
lifetime"in"RhoJ"knockdown"adhesions"compared"to"control"cells,"with"more"adhesions"taking"
between" 40T50"minutes" to" assemble" and" disassemble" in" knockdown" cells," and" conversely"
more"present"for"between"20T30"minutes"in"control"cells.""
These" findings" suggest" that" RhoJ" promotes" focal" adhesion" turnover," since" reduced" RhoJ"
expression"leads"to"increased"duration"of"focal"adhesion"lifetime."However,"as"has"previously"
been"mentioned,"the"lifetime"of"adhesions"can"be"separated"into"assembly"and"disassembly"
phases" and" it" was" important" to" determine" whether" there" were" any" differences" between"
these"two"phases"in"the"control"and"RhoJ"knockdown"conditions."In"order"to"investigate"this,"
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3.7.A" and" 3.7.B." While" assembly" rates" (Figure" 3.7.A)" did" not" significantly" alter" between"
control" and" knockdown" cells" (p=0.8594)," there"was" a" strong" significance" in" the" difference"
between"the"disassembly"rates"(Figure"3.7.B)"in"these"two"conditions"(p=0.0001).""
Taken" together," these" data" indicate" that" RhoJ" mediates" focal" adhesion" lifetime" by"






in" the" duration" of" focal" adhesion" lifetime," it" was" crucial" to" investigate" the" effect" of"


































particular" adhesions" that" appear" and"disappear" in" the" time" frame"displayed." The" box" and"
whisker" plot" in" Figure" 3.8.D" shows" the" absolute" turnover" times" in" GFP" and" GFPTdaRhoJ"
expressing" cells."When"analysed"using" the"Mann"Whitney" test" a" significant"difference"was"
found" in" overall" turnover" between" these" two" conditions" (p=0.001)," with" GFPTdaRhoJ"
expressing"HUVEC"displaying"shorter"focal"adhesion"lifetime"durations"compared"to"the"GFP"
control."Figure"3.8.E"shows"the"spread"of"data"in"10"minute"groups"and"demonstrates"that"in"
contrast" to" cells" transduced"with"GFP" only," GFPTdaRhoJ" expressing" cells" show" a" leftwards"
shift"with" a" sharp"peak" in" lifetime"duration"between"10T20"minutes," compared" to" a"much"
broader"spread"between"10"and"40"minutes" for"adhesions" in"GFP"control"cells."These"data"
are"complimentary"to"those"in"Section"3.4,"where"RhoJ"knockdown"led"to"a"rightwards"shift"
and" longer" durations" of" focal" adhesion" lifetime," and" together" strongly" indicate" a" role" for"
RhoJ"in"regulating"this"process."
Since" RhoJ" knockdown" led" to" an" increase" in" focal" adhesion" disassembly" times," adhesion"
lifetime" durations" in" GFP/GFPTdaRhoJ" expressing" cells" were" also" separated" into" assembly"
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Section" 3.4." When" analysed" using" the" Mann" Whitney" test," assembly" durations" did" not"
significantly" alter" between"GFP"and"GFPTdaRhoJ" expressing" cells," as" shown" in" Figure"3.9.A"
(p=0.7075)." In" contrast," however," disassembly" was" markedly" shorter" in" GFPTdaRhoJ"
expressing"HUVEC" compared" to"GFP" controls" (p<0.0001)." The"box" and"whisker" plot," along"






particular" interest" since" an" interaction" between" RhoJ" and" the" GIT/PIX" complex" was""
previously" identified" by" our" group" (Katarzyna" Leszczynska," PhD" thesis)." This" complex" has"
previously"been"shown"to"play"a"part"in"regulating"focal"adhesion"disassembly"(Zhao,"Manser"
et#al.#2000),"and"it"may"function"in"concert"with"RhoJ"in"this"process."
3.6 Investigating! the! role! of! RhoJ! in! focal! adhesion! targeting! by!
microtubules!
While" the" data" described" in" Sections" 3.4" and" 3.5" demonstrate" a" clear" role" for" RhoJ" in"
regulating"focal"adhesion"disassembly,"there"are"a"number"of"different"mechanisms"by"which"






















In"order" to"determine"whether"RhoJ"mediates" focal" adhesion"disassembly" via"microtubule"
targeting," HUVEC" were" transfected" with" control" (siControl)" or" RhoJ" specific" (RhoJ" siRNA)"
siRNA"duplexes."These"cells"were"replated"onto"coverslips,"then"48"h"after"transfection"they"
were"fixed"and"stained"for"the"focal"adhesion"protein"phosphoTpaxillin"and"the"microtubule"
protein" tubulin." Since" RhoJ" knockdown" leads" to" slower" disassembly" of" adhesions," our"
hypothesis"was"that"microtubules"may"be"less"able"to"target"focal"adhesions"and"as"such"this"
may" be" reflected" in" the" immunofluorescent" staining" seen" in" control" and" RhoJ" knockdown"
cells.""
The"panels"in"Figure"3.10.A"show"representative"cells"stained"for"microtubules"(tubulin)"and"





knockdown" cells" compared" to" controls," this" was" not" statistically" significant" (p=0.0681)."

































Upon" imaging" of" GFP" and" GFPTdaRhoJ" expressing" HUVEC" by" confocal" microscopy," it" was"
noted" that" there" appeared" to" be" differences" in" focal" adhesion" size" between" these"
conditions."In"order"to"quantify"this,"HUVEC"expressing"GFP"only,"GFP"wildTtype"RhoJ"or"GFP"
dominantTactive" RhoJ" were" plated" sparsely" and" the" following" day," fixed" and" stained" for"
vinculin." Cells" were" imaged" by" confocal" microscopy" and" 15" focal" adhesions" outlined" on"
ImageJ"in"3"cells"per"condition"from"3"independent"experiments."Areas"were"measured"and"






In" order" to" investigate" the" effect" reducing"RhoJ" expression,"HUVEC"were" transfected"with"
either" control"or"RhoJ" specific" siRNA"duplexes."After"24"h," cells"were"plated" sparsely"onto"




vinculin." The" box" and" whisker" plot" in" Figure" 3.12.B" shows" the" result" of" analysis" of" focal"
adhesion" areas" in" these" cells," with" a" significant" decrease" found" in" adhesion" size" of" RhoJ"









































































active"mutant" localise" to" focal" adhesions," it" has" not" yet" been" elucidated"whether" RhoJ" is"
active"at" these" sites."Biosensors" to" investigate"activation"of"other"Rho"GTPases"have"been"
widely" used," so" a" RhoJ" biosensor"was" constructed." This"was" achieved" by" adapting" a" Rac1"
biosensor,"by"replacing"Rac1"with"RhoJ."The"biosensor"construct"contains"both"an"RFP"and"
GFP"tag,"along"with"a"Pak"binding"domain"(PBD)."The"PBD"contains"a"CRIB"domain,"which"is"
known" to" interact"with" active"RhoJ" (Vignal,"De"Toledo"et# al." 2000)."As" such,"when"RhoJ" is"
active" and" interacts" with" the" PakTbinding" domain" (PBD)" the" GFP" and" RFP" tags" come" into"
close" proximity," enabling" energy" transfer" between" the" fluorescent" proteins." This" energy"
transfer"can"be"measured"as"FRET,"and"thus"wherever"FRET"occurs" is" identified"as"a"site"of"
RhoJ" activation." Figure" 3.13.A" shows" a" diagram"of" the" biosensor" in" its" inactive" and" active"
states."
It" was" first" important" to" establish" where" the" newly" generated" RhoJ" biosensor" localised."
HUVEC"stably"expressing"the"biosensor"were"imaged"by"TIRF"microscopy"and"an"example"cell"
is" shown" in" Figure" 3.13.B." Initially," expression" and" localisation" of" the" construct" was"

























tag" if" they" are" in" close" contact," however" photobleaching" destroys" the" RFP" fluorophores,"





Representative" images" of" control" and" biosensor" expressing" cells" in" the" red" and" green"
channels"both"preT"and"postTbleaching"are" shown" in"Figure"3.14." In"an"attempt" to"analyse"
these"images,"5"focal"adhesions"were"selected"from"each"of"3"cells"per"condition"(i.e."a"total"
of" 15" focal" adhesions" per" condition)." Adhesions" were" outlined" on" ImageJ" and"mean" grey"
values"measured"preT"and"postTbleaching,"with" the"same"regions"of" interest"used" for"both"
the" red" and" green" channels." Analyses" are" presented" as" a" scatter" plot" in" Figure" 3.15." As"
expected"the"red"fluorescence"is"reduced"to"approximately"50%"in"control"cells"and"40%"in"
biosensor"cells"after"bleaching."In"control"cells,"the"green"channel"also"shows"a"reduction"in"
















































focussing" of" the" image" after" the" photobleaching" process." Furthermore," in" order" to"
determine" the" activation" state" of" RhoJ" at" focal" adhesions," ratiometric" analysis" must" be"
performed." Nevertheless," the" data" presented" above" shows" that" the" biosensor" expresses"
correctly,"and"is"a"promising"tools"for"future"investigation"into"activation"of"RhoJ.""
3.9 Discussion!
The" results" presented" in" this" chapter" demonstrate" that" RhoJ" is" a" novel" regulator" of" focal"
adhesion" dynamics." Studies" of" RFPTPaxillin" expressing" cells" with" manipulated" RhoJ"
expression" suggest" that" this" small" GTPase" promotes" focal" adhesion" turnover," specifically"
focal"adhesion"disassembly."Additionally,"the"data"show"that"RhoJ"regulates"focal"adhesion"
size."Preliminary" investigations"using"a"GFP/RFP"biosensor"also" indicate" that"RhoJ" is" active"





the" partner" proteins" that" have" been" identified" for" this" GTPase." Mass" spectrometry" and"
subsequent" GST" pulldowns," yeastTtwoThybrid" binding" assays" and" immunofluorescent"
" 132"
staining" has" shown" that" RhoJ" appears" to" form" a" complex" with" two" other" focal" adhesion"
proteins," GIT1" and" βTPIX" (Katarzyna" Leszczynska," PhD" thesis)." A" number" of" studies" have"
implicated" the" GIT/PIX" complex" in" regulating" adhesion" turnover" and" disassembly" in"
particular"(Zhao,"Manser"et#al."2000,"Nayal,"Webb"et#al."2006,"Feng,"Baird"et#al."2010,"Kuo,"
Han"et#al."2011),"and"it"seems"likely"that"RhoJ"acts"in"concert"with"these"proteins"to"promote"
adhesion" disassembly" in" endothelial" cells." The" interaction" between" GIT1" and" paxillin" is"




Additionally," another" Rho"GTPase"WrchT1,"which" is" part" of" the"Cdc42Tlike" subfamily" along"
with" RhoJ" has" been" shown" to" play" a" role" in" adhesion" disassembly." While" WrchT1" is" an"
atypical"Rho"protein"without" intrinsic"GTPase"activity,"multiple" studies"have"demonstrated"








increased" tension" and" myosin" II" activity" stimulates" adhesion" maturation" and" stability,"
" 133"
disassembling" adhesions" are" subject" to" less" force" (Broussard,"Webb" et# al." 2008," Parsons,"




shown" to" reduce" cell" contraction" (Kaur," Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)," and" here" it" has" been"
demonstrated" that" active" RhoJ" promotes" adhesion" disassembly," it" is" possible" that" RhoJ"
modulates" adhesion" dynamics" by" negatively" regulating" contractility." This" hypothesis" is"
further" supported" by" studies" by" Yuan" and" colleagues," who" determined" a" role" for" RhoJ" in"
regulating" the" activities" of" other" Rho" GTPases" including" RhoA," Rac1" and" Cdc42" (Yuan,"
Sacharidou"et#al."2011),"since"ROCK,"a"RhoA"effector,"phosphorylates"MLC."
Components" of" focal" adhesions" are" also" able" to" regulate" contractility." PAK," for" example,"
phosphorylates" and" inhibits" MLCK," therefore" decreasing" levels" of" pMLC" and" contractility"
(Sanders,"Matsumura"et#al." 1999)." FAK" is" also" known" to"positively" regulate" focal" adhesion"
disassembly," and" in" its" absence," increased" RhoA" activity" and" pMLC" levels" are" observed."
Knockout" of" FAK" in" fibroblasts" also" impaired" recruitment" of" PAK" and" GIT2" to" adhesions"




on" focal"adhesion"disassembly."Knockdown"of"RhoJ" induces" the" formation"of" smaller" focal"
adhesions" that" disassemble" more" slowly." These" adhesions" are" likely" to" contain" a" lesser"
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abundance" of" components" that" negatively" regulate" contractility," meaning" that" RhoJ"
knockdown"results"in"increased"phosphorylation"of"MLC"and"tension"as"a"result."
Another" method" by" which" adhesions" can" be" disassembled" is" via" endocytosis" and" early"
investigations"into"the"function"of"RhoJ"indicated"a"role"in"this"process,"with"overexpressed"
protein"localising"to"early"and"sorting"endosomes"in"HeLa"cells"(de"Toledo,"SenicTMatuglia"et#
al." 2003)." CoTlocalisation" was" noted" between" RhoJ" and" Rab5," which" has" previously" been"
shown"to"mediate"internalisation"and"recycling"of"β1"integrins"(Pellinen,"Arjonen"et#al."2006)."
Activation"of"Rab5"is"also"crucial"for"focal"adhesion"disassembly"in"MDATMBT231"tumour"cells"
(Mendoza," Ortiz" et# al." 2013)." Previous" investigations" in" our" laboratory" failed" to" show" coT
localisation" between" RhoJ" and" Rab5Tpositive" vesicles" (Katarzyna" Leszczynska," PhD" thesis),"
however"vesicular"patterning"is"sometimes"seen"in"cells"with"high"expression"of"GFPTdaRhoJ,"
so" it" is" possible" that" RhoJ" plays" some" role" in" the" uptake" and" recycling" of" focal" adhesion"
components" from" the" leading" edge."GIT," a" partner" protein" of" RhoJ" also" acts" as" a"GAP" for"
members"of"the"Arf"family"of"GTPases."One"of"these"Arf"GTPases"is"Arf6,"which"is"involved"in"
mediating" clathrin" dependent" and" independent" internalisation" of" ligands" from" the" plasma"
membrane;" hydrolysis" of" Arf6TGTP" by" such" GAPs" is" necessary" for" further" trafficking" into"
sorting" and" recycling" endosomes" (D'SouzaTSchorey" and" Chavrier" 2006)." Given" the" indirect"




(Broussard,"Webb"et# al." 2008)."While" knockdown" of" RhoJ" did" decrease" the" percentage" of"
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adhesions" targeted" by" microtubules" in" HUVEC" compared" to" controls," this" was" not"
significantly"different"with"the"numbers"of"cells"analysed."For"further"study,"live"cell"imaging"
could" be" used" to" visualise" microtubule" targeting" of" adhesions." This" would" be" a" more"
sensitive"technique"and"could"elucidate"the"true"function"of"RhoJ"in"regulating"microtubule"




Since" RhoJ" mediates" focal" adhesion" dynamics" it" is" not" altogether" surprising" that" it" also"
regulates" adhesion" size," however" the" results" are" somewhat" counterintuitive" and" the"
function"of"RhoJ"in"mediating"RhoA"activity"would"suggest"the"opposite"should"be"true."RhoA"
has"a"wellTdefined"role"in"regulating"adhesion"maturation,"and"it"is"thought"that"RhoJ"inhibits"
RhoA" activity" (Yuan," Sacharidou" et# al." 2011)." Thus" it" would" be" expected" that" active" RhoJ"
would" prevent" this" maturation" and" growth" leading" to" the" presence" of" small" adhesions,"











involved" in" regulating" the" adhesion" assembly" and" disassembly" cycle." Biosensors" have"
previously" been"used" to" assess" Rho"GTPase" activation" in# vitro" and"have" shed" light" on" the"
regions" of" the" cell" that" these" proteins" are" found" to" be" active;" RhoA," Rac1" and" Cdc42" for"
example"are"all"active"at"the"leading"edge"(Machacek,"Hodgson"et#al."2009)."Given"that"RhoJ"












































Previous" work" by" Katarzyna" Leszczynska" (PhD" thesis," 2011)" sought" to" identify" interacting"
partners" of" RhoJ." Pulldowns" from" HUVEC" lysates" using" RhoJ" GST" fusion" proteins" and"
subsequent"mass"spectrometry"identified"a"list"of"candidate"proteins"which"were"later"tested"
by" yeast" twoThybrid" and" pulldowns." Of" the" candidate" proteins," the" focal" adhesion"










The" GIT/PIX" complex" has" previously" been" reported" to" have" a" role" in" focal" adhesion"

















at" 3" distinct" tyrosine" residues," Tyr" 286," Tyr" 392" and" Tyr" 592" by" the" kinases" Src" and" FAK"
before"it"can"recruit"to"adhesions"(Brown,"Cary"et#al."2005)."
The" aims" of" the" studies" undertaken" in" this" chapter" were" to" further" characterise" the"
interactions"between"RhoJ"and"its"partner"proteins."Firstly,"the"binding"site"for"RhoJ"within"
GIT1"was"mapped"using"a"yeast"twoThybrid"method."The"expression"profiles"of"the"GIT"and"
PIX" proteins" were" also" characterised" by" qPCR" and" Western" blot," and" intracellular"
interactions"determined"by"GFPTtrap"pulldown"in"HUVEC."Moreover,"the"functional"effects"of"
the" interaction" between" RhoJ" and" its" partner" proteins" were" investigated" in" a" number" of"
ways." Firstly," the" effect" of" expression" of" GFPTdaRhoJ" expression" on" partner" protein"
recruitment"to"focal"adhesions"was"assessed,"and"later"siRNA"knockdown"was"employed"to"
diminish"expression"of"each"member"of" the"RhoJ/GIT/PIX"complex"and"study"the"effect"on"
localisation" to" adhesions." Secondly," endothelial" tube" formation" was" studied" in" cells"
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transfected" with" siRNA" duplexes" specific" for" the" partner" proteins" of" RhoJ" to" determine"
whether"these"knockdowns"show"similar"effects"to"RhoJ"knockdown."Thirdly,"since"βTPIX"acts"








homology"domain" is"necessary"for"binding;" interestingly" it" is"this"domain"that"also"binds"βT"
PIX." In" the" case" of" RhoJ" however," a" yeast" twoThybrid" screen" performed" using" the" Spa"




hybrid" assay." The" yeast" twoThybrid" system"uses" fusions"of" the"proteins" of" interest," in" this"
case"RhoJ"and"GIT1"to"the"activation"domain"and"DNA"binding"domain"of"Gal4"transcription"
factor" respectively." The" fusion" proteins" were" transformed" into" pJ69.4A" yeast," and" when"
these" two"domains" come" into" contact,"Gal4" activates" transcription"of" the"HIS3" gene;" thus"
enabling"production"of"histidine"and"allowing"yeast"to"grow"on"medium"lacking"histidine."The"
four" mutants" used" were:" wildTtype" GIT1" (wtGIT1)," GIT1" with" the" Spa" homology" domain"
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deleted"(GIT1"ΔAB),"GIT1"lacking"the"first"tandem"repeat"of"the"SHD"(GIT1"ΔSpaA),"and"GIT1"











It" is" also" important" to" note" that" GIT1" only" bound" to" RhoJ"when" there"was" some" level" of"
activation,"i.e."in"the"wild"type"form"(where"GTP"and"GDP"are"both"able"to"associate)"and"the"











































to"account" for" individual" cord"variation)"and"HEK293T"cells." These" lysates"were"probed"by"
Western"blot"for"RhoJ"as"well"as"both"PIX"proteins"and"both"GIT"proteins,"as"shown"in"Figure"
4.2.A." "The"GIT"and"PIX"proteins"are"expressed" in"all" the"cell" types"tested,"whereas"RhoJ" is"
only" expressed" in" endothelial" cells" as" previously" described" by"members" of" our" laboratory"
(Kaur,"Leszczynska"et#al."2011).""
However," since" the" levels"detected"are"dependent"on" the"efficiency"of"antibody"binding" it"
was" important" to" also" investigate" mRNA" expression." RNA" was" extracted" from" 3" HUVEC"
isolates,"as"well"as"HEK293T"cells"and"cDNA"generated"before"performing"quantitative"PCR"
for"message"levels"of"αTPIX,"βTPIX,"GIT1"and"GIT2."Relative"message"levels"were"calculated"as"
outlined" in" Section" 2.11.3." As" can" be" seen" in" Figure" 4.2.B," βTPIX" is"more" highly" expressed"





4.4 Pulldown! of! RhoJ! partner! proteins! from! GFP! expressing!
HUVEC!
Previous"work"performed"by"Katarzyna"Leszczynska"elucidated"an"interaction"between"active"
























































association"with" βTPIX"was" not" and"most" likely" occurs" via" the" interaction"with" GIT," as" no"
interaction"was" detecting" using" the" yeast" twoThybrid" system" (Katarzyna" Leszczynska," PhD"
thesis)."Following"on" from"the"data"presented" in"Section"4.3,"where"GIT2"was" found"to"be"
expressed" at" a" higher" level" than" GIT1" in" both" HEK293T" and" HUVEC," further" pulldown"
experiments" were" performed" to" confirm" the" interactions" with" RhoJ" and" the" GIT" and" PIX"
proteins"in"HUVEC"transduced"to"express"GFP"or"GFPTdaRhoJ."
Lysates" of" HUVEC" stably" expressing" GFP" or" GFPTdaRhoJ," introduced" via" lentiviral"
transduction,"were"incubated"with"GFPTtrap"beads"and"pulldowns"performed."Samples"were"


























































OAS1" and" ISG20" (Espert," Rey"et# al." 2004," Clemens" 2005)"were"measured" by" qPCR" (Figure"
4.5.ETF)." Increased" expression" of" these" genes" suggest" an" induction" of" the" interferon"
response," however" the" duplexes" used" in" these" transfections" at" 10" nM" led" to" no" major"
increases"in"their"levels.""
Taken" together," these" data" suggest" that" the" duplexes" tested" are" capable" of" diminishing"




































































































































HUVEC"expressing"GFP,"GFPTwtRhoJ" or"GFPTdaRhoJ"were" stained" for" βTPIX,"GIT1" and"GIT2"
and" colocalisation" of" RhoJ" with" its" partner" proteins" assessed" using" confocal" microscopy."
While" there" is" diffuse" GFP" expression" at" the" membrane," particularly" in" GFPTwtRhoJ"
expressing" cells," Figures" 4.6," 4.7" and" 4.8" demonstrate" that" there" is" partial" coTlocalisation"
between" RhoJ" and" βTPIX," GIT1" and" GIT2" at" focal" adhesions." CoTlocalisation" appears"more"
pronounced" in" GFPTdaRhoJ" expressing" cells" compared" to" GFPTwtRhoJ," as" GFPTwtRhoJ"
localises"to"the"plasma"membrane"in"general"and"it"is"difficult"to"distinguish"its"presence"at"
individual"adhesions."The" finding"that"GFPTdaRhoJ"coTlocalises"with"βTPIX,"GIT1"and"GIT2" is"

































































































































































































Figure" 4.9" demonstrates" that" there" is" little" difference" in" βTPIX" recruitment" to" adhesions"
between" GFP" and" GFPTwtRhoJ" expressing" cells," with" an" increase" in" recruitment" only"
apparent" in"GFPTdaRhoJ"expressing"cells."Similarly,"GIT2" localisation" (Figure"4.11)"seems"to"





adhesions"more" readily" in"GFPTwtRhoJ" expressing" cells" compared" to" those"expressing"GFP"
only."GIT2"must"be"phosphorylated"at"3"tyrosine"residues"before"it"is"able"to"recruit"to"focal"
adhesions," whereas" this" is" not" necessary" for" GIT1" recruitment" (Brown," Cary" et# al." 2005)."
Since"the"change"in"GIT1"focal"adhesion"localisation"in"response"to"GFPTdaRhoJ"expression"is"
more" subtle," compared" to" a" striking" difference" in" GIT2" localisation," this" may" suggest" an"
additional"role"for"RhoJ"in"regulating"GIT2"phosphorylation"and"hence"recruitment."
4.8 Investigating! the! effect! of! knockdown! of! members! of! the!
RhoJ/GIT/PIX!complex!on!recruitment!to!focal!adhesions!
While" the" data" presented" in" Section" 4.7" suggests" that" dominant" active" RhoJ" potentiates"




In" order" to" assess" the" role" of" each"member" of" the" complex" in" recruitment" to" adhesions,"




GIT2" respectively" in" control" cells," or" those" with" diminished" expression" of" RhoJ," βTPIX" or"
GIT1/2."Two"duplexes"were"used"for"each"gene,"with"the"first"set"of"duplexes"shown"in"the"
first"panel"(A)"and"the"second"set"in"the"second"panel"(B).""
To"quantify" recruitment," adhesions"around" the"periphery"of" the" cell"were"outlined"on" the"
vinculin" channel" in" ImageJ," and" mean" grey" values" measured" for" the" protein" of" interest."
Example"images"to"demonstrate"recruitment"of"each"partner"protein"to"individual"adhesions"
in"each"condition"are"shown"as" inset" images" in"each"panel."Figures"4.12.CT4.15.C"show"the"
raw"recruitment"data" for"a" single" representative" replicate"presented"as"a"box"and"whisker"
plot,"with"statistical"significance"analysed"using"the"Mann"Whitney"test."
In"order"to"compare"recruitment"across"experiments,"data"points"were"scaled"to"enable"the"
mean" for" each" datapoint" across" all" experiments" to" be" calculated." For" each" replicate"
experiment,"all"data"points"from"each"of"the"experimental"groups"were"scaled"to"the"mean"
of" the"siControl"dataset" for" that"experiment"by"dividing"the"mean"grey"value"of"each"focal"
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to" adhesions" in" cells" transfected" with" siRNAs" specific" to" that" gene," e.g." RhoJ" was"mostly"
absent"from"focal"adhesions"in"cells"transfected"with"RhoJ"specific"duplexes.""
RhoJ" recruitment" seemed" to"be" similarly" affected"by"knockdown"of"βTPIX"and"GIT1/2." The"
localisation" of" βTPIX" to" focal" adhesions" was" also" impaired" in" cells" transfected" with" siRNA"
duplexes"specific" to"RhoJ"and"GIT1/2."While"the"double"knockdowns"of"GIT1"and"GIT2"had"
the" greatest" effect" on" βTPIX" recruitment," RhoJ" knockdown" also" led" to" a"modest," but" still"
significant,"reduction"in"βTPIX"localisation.""
Additionally," levels" of"GIT1" and"GIT2" at" focal" adhesions"were" significantly" reduced" in" cells"
transfected"with" RhoJ" and" βTPIX" specific" siRNA." GIT1" localisation"was" similarly" affected" in"
both"conditions,"GIT2"meanwhile"was"strikingly"reduced"in"vinculin"positive"adhesions"in"βT
PIX" knockdown" cells." RhoJ" knockdown" had" a" lesser" but" still" significant" effect" on" GIT2"
recruitment."
In"summary,"the"recruitment"of"each"protein"was"found"to"be"impaired"upon"knockdown"of"
any"of" the"other"proteins" in" the"complex," suggesting" that" their" localisation" to"adhesions" is"









induces"enhanced"branching"of" tubes." The"data"presented" in" the"previous" sections"of" this"
chapter"suggest"that"RhoJ"acts"in"a"complex"together"with"βTPIX,"GIT1"and"GIT2."If"this"is"the"
case," it" is" logical" to"assume"that"the"phenotype"of"βTPIX"and"GIT"knockdown" in"these"tube"
formation"assays"should"be"similar"to"that"seen"upon"knockdown"of"RhoJ."
To" investigate" this"hypothesis,"HUVEC"transfected"with"siRNA"duplexes"specific" to"RhoJ,"βT
PIX"and"GIT1/2"were"cultured"on"HDF"and"allowed"to"form"tubes"for"6"days."Tubes"were"then"
fixed"and"stained"for"CD31."The"panels"in"Figure"4.16.A"show"representative"images"of"tubes"
formed" by" cells" transfected" with" control" or" test" siRNA" duplexes." As" expected" diminished"
RhoJ"expression"leads"to"impaired"tube"formation,"and"this"is"also"true"of"βTPIX"and"GIT1/2"





with" RhoJ," βTPIX" and"GIT1/2" siRNA" duplexes"were" allowed" to" form" tubeTlike" networks" on"
Matrigel," a" solubilised" basement"membrane" extract" (Passaniti" 1992)." The" panels" in" Figure"
" 173"
































4.16.B" show" example" images" of" these" tubes," with" knockdowns" leading" to" less" connected"
networks."When" these"data"were" analysed"using" ImageJ," the"numbers" of" loops" formed" in"
each"of"the"knockdown"conditions"was"found"to"be"statistically"significant"(Figure"4.16.D)."







Previous"work" by" Katarzyna" Leszczynska"demonstrated" that"VEGF" stimulation" can" activate"
RhoJ,"as"measured"by"pulldown"of"RhoJ"bound"to"GSTTCRIB"beads."RhoJ" is"only"capable"of"
interacting"with"the"CRIB"domain"(which"is"found"in"many"effector"proteins"including"PAK1T3)"


























































is"no" induction"of"RhoJ"activation" in"βTPIX" knockdown"cells." These"data" suggest" that"βTPIX"
expression" is" required" for" proper" RhoJ" activation" and" as" such" may" be" involved" in" the"
regulation" of" its" activity," however" further" replicates"must" be" performed" in" order" to" draw"
firm"conclusions.""
4.11 The! effect! of! dominant! active! RhoJ! expression! on! GIT2!
phosphorylation!
Previous" data" presented" in" this" chapter" has" shown" that" RhoJ" interacts" with" the" focal"
adhesion" protein" GIT2," however" GIT2" itself" must" be" phosphorylated" by" Src" or" FAK" at" 3"
tyrosine" residues" (Tyr" 286," 392" and" 592)" before" it" can" recruit" to" focal" adhesions." Since"
expression" of" GFPTdaRhoJ" led" to" increased" recruitment" of" GIT2" to" adhesions" (as" seen" by"
immunofluorescence" in" Section" 4.6)," the" effect" of" this" protein" on" total" and" phosphoTGIT2"
was"assessed"by"Western"blotting."
Whole"cell"lysates"were"made"from"GFP"only"and"GFPTdaRhoJ"expressing"HUVEC"and"probed"
for" expression" of" total" GIT2" and" phosphoTGIT2" (Tyr" 392)." Representative" blots" of" lysates"








































There" is"also"a"small" increase" in"size"of" the"GIT2"band" in" the"GFPTdaRhoJ"which" is"possibly"
due"to"increased"levels"of"phosphorylation"on"serine"and"threonine"residues."Many"sites"of"
tyrosine," threonine" and" serine" phosphorylation" have" been" identified" in" GIT1," and" these"
residues"are" frequently"conserved" in" the"GIT2"protein" (Webb,"Mayhew"et#al."2006)."These"
data" suggest" that" dominant" active" RhoJ" potentiates" GIT2" expression" (or" stabilises" the"
protein)," and" that" this" increased" level"of"protein" is" also"more"phosphorylated" than" in"GFP"
controls."
4.12 The!effect!of!RhoJ!knockdown!on!GIT2!expression!
While" the"data" in"Section"4.11" show" that"expression"of"a"dominant"active"mutant"of"RhoJ"
induces"an"increase"in"levels"of"total"GIT2,"knockdown"of"RhoJ"expression"did"not"lead"to"a"
noticeable" decrease" in" total"GIT2" protein." To" determine"whether" there"was" any" effect" on"
phosphorylation," lysates" from" were" blotted" with" antibodies" against" total" and"
phosphorylated"(Tyr"392)"GIT2."
Example" Western" blots" of" lysates" from" HUVEC" transfected" with" control" or" RhoJ" specific"
siRNA" duplexes" are" shown" in" Figure" 4.19."While" total" levels" of" GIT2" do" not" appear" to" be"
altered" in" RhoJ" knockdown" cells," which" is" confirmed" by" the" results" from" densitometry"
(p=0.5628),"there"is"a"small"but"consistent"decrease"in"phosphoTGIT2"(Tyr"392)"in"these"cells"
compared" to" control" HUVEC," suggesting" that" RhoJ" is" involved" in" the" regulation" of" GIT2"






































4.13 Investigating! the! effect! of! Src! and! FAK! inhibitors! on! GIT2!
phosphorylation!
It"has"been"established"by"others"(Brown,"Cary"et#al."2005)"that"Src"and"FAK"phosphorylate"





HUVEC" expressing" GFP" or" GFPTdaRhoJ" were" treated" with" dasatinib" to" reduce" Src" activity"
(Lombardo,"Lee"et#al."2004),"and"PF573228"to"inhibit"FAK"activity"(SlackTDavis,"Martin"et#al."
2007)." Lysates"were"made"and"samples"blotted" for" total"and"phosphoTGIT2,"as"well"as" the"
total"and"phosphoT"forms"of"FAK"(Tyr397)"and"Src"(Tyr416)."
The" blots" in" Figure" 4.20" show" samples" from" untreated" cells" alongside" those" treated"with"
dasatinib"only,"PF573228"only"or"dasatinib"and"PF573228"together."While"there"is"little"to"no"









































































phosphorylation" (at" Tyr" 397)." This" inhibitor" should"be" very" specific," and" its" effect" on"GIT2"




the" change" in" molecular" weight" is" not" due" to" phosphorylation" of" Tyr392," and" is" not"
dependent" on" Src" or" FAK" activity," however" this" must" be" further" investigated" since" the"
increased"level"of"protein"could"also"have"an"impact"on"the"apparent"molecular"weight."
4.14 Screening! the! effect! of! dominant! active! RhoJ! expression! on!
kinase!phosphorylation!
RhoJ" plays" a" role" in" regulating" GIT2" phosphorylation," so" a" screen" was" performed" to"
determine"if"daRhoJ"affected"phosphorylation"of"other"proteins."The"human"phosphoTkinase"
array" kit" (R&D" Systems)" was" used" to" characterise" lysates" from" GFP" and" GFPTdaRhoJ"
expressing" cells." It" utilises" immobilised"antibodies"against"phosphorylated" forms"of" a"wide"






A" representative" blot" of" membranes" incubated" with" lysates" from" GFP" or" GFPTdaRhoJ"
expressing" cells" is" shown" in" Figure" 4.21." The" histograms" in" Figure" 4.22" show" the" relative"
phosphorylation"of"each"protein" in"the"array" in"GFP"control"and"GFPTdaRhoJ"cells."Proteins"
have"been"separated" into"graphs"of" similar"phosphorylation" levels."As"expected," reference"
spots" gave" almost" identical" levels" of" intensity" in" both" conditions" (A1,A2," A17," A18" and"
G1,G2)"and"negative"control"spots"(PBS)"showed"minimal"intensities"(G9,"G10"and"G17,G18)."
When" statistically" analysed" (2" spots" per" experiment," performed" on" 2" different" HUVEC"
isolates),"several"proteins"were"found"to"be"more"phosphorylated"in"GFPTdaRhoJ"expressing"
cells"compared"to"GFP"only"controls."These"proteins"were"cTJun"NTterminal"kinase"(JNK),"EGF"
receptor" (EGFR)," AMPTactivated" protein" kinase" α2" (AMPKα2)," Signal" Transducer" and"
Activator" of" Transcription" 5" a/b" (STAT5a/b)," haemopoetic" cell" kinase" (Hck)" and" βTcatenin."
Data"are"presented"as"a"scatter"plot"in"Figure"4.23.A,"and"as"individual"histograms"in"Figures"
4.23.B.""
A" further" 4" proteins," Mitogen" and" StressTactivated" protein" kinase" 1" and" 2" (MSK1/2),"
endothelial"nitric"oxide"synthase"(eNOS),"heat"shock"protein"27"(HSP27)"and"prolineTrich"Akt"
substrate" of" 40" kDa" (PRAS40)," were" found" to" have" a" significance" of" below" 0.1," these" are"
presented" in" Figure" 4.24.A" with" the" individual" histograms" in" Figures" 4.24.B." Of" these"
proteins,"only"eNOS"(S1177)"was"more"phosphorylated"in"GFP"cells"compared"to"GFPTdaRhoJ"
cells."Finally,"5"more"proteins,"STAT5b,"P38α,"Fyn,"Lyn"and"cAMPTresponse"elementTbinding"


















































































































of" phosphorylation" between" isolates" meant" that" statistical" analysis" did" not" detect" any"
differences."
These" data" suggest" that" RhoJ" may" be" involved" in" regulating" phosphorylation" of" other"






capable" of" pulling" down" GIT2" and" βTPIX." Immunofluorescent" staining" also" indicates" that"
these" proteins" coTlocalise" at" and" regulate" one" another’s" recruitment" to" focal" adhesions,"
while" multiple" in# vitro# assays" have" shown" a" function" in" endothelial" tube" formation."
Additionally," it" appears" that" βTPIX" regulates" RhoJ" activation," and" RhoJ" activity" modulates"
GIT2"phosphorylation."Finally,"a"kinase"array"has"suggested"that"expression"of"daRhoJ"affects"
phosphorylation" of"multiple" other" proteins," including" JNK" and" eNOS." Taken" together," the"
data" presented" strongly" suggests" that" RhoJ" interacts" both" functionally" and"physically"with"
the"GIT/PIX"complex"in"order"to"regulate"endothelial"cell"biology."
Previous"experiments"performed" in"our" laboratory" identified"βTPIX"and"GIT1"as" interacting"
partners" for"RhoJ,"with"a"model"proposed"whereby"RhoJ" interacts"directly"with"the"SHD"of"
GIT1" and" associates"with" βTPIX" as" a" result" of" this" interaction" (Katarzyna" Leszczynska," PhD"
thesis)."βTPIX"binds"to"the"SHD"and"coiled"coil"domains"of"GIT1"(Premont,"Perry"et#al."2004),"
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and" the" interaction" between" RhoJ" and" GIT1" had" previously" been" mapped" to" the" Spa"
homology"domain"using"GIT" truncation"mutants" (Katarzyna"Leszczynska,"PhD"thesis)." It"did"
not,"however,"appear"that"the"SHD"was"sufficient" for"binding"RhoJ" (Katarzyna"Leszczynska,"
PhD" thesis)," so" the" binding" site" for" RhoJ" within" GIT1"was" assessed" further" using" deletion"
mutants" previously" employed" to" map" the" interaction" between" βTPIX" and" GIT1" (Premont,"
Perry"et#al."2004).""
Deletion" of" the" entire" SHD" region" but" preservation" of" all" other" GIT1" domains" eliminated"
binding" of" RhoJ" to" GIT1," a" result" also" seen" upon" deletion" of" the" second" tandem" repeat"
(SpaB)."Deletion"of"the"first"tandem"repeat"of"the"GIT1"SHD"did"not"completely"prevent"the"
interaction"with" RhoJ," however" less" yeast" growth"was" observed." These" data" suggest" that"
both" SpaA" and" SpaB" are" required" for" full" binding"of" RhoJ" to"GIT1," but" that" RhoJ" interacts"
more" strongly"with" SpaB" than" SpaA." Additionally," these" data" demonstrate" that" both" RhoJ"
and" βTPIX" interact" with" the" same" region" of" GIT1," although" since" a" RhoJ/GIT/PIX" complex"
recruits" to" focal" adhesions" together," RhoJ" and" βTPIX" do" not" appear" to" compete" for" this"
domain."A"number"of"other"proteins"also"bind"GIT"at"the"SHD,"including"phospholipase"CTγ,"
Piccolo"and"MEK"(Haendeler,"Yin"et#al."2003,"Kim,"Ko"et#al."2003,"Yin,"Haendeler"et#al."2004),"
and"others"have" shown"previously" that"GIT1" is" capable"of" simultaneously"binding" to"βTPIX"
and"FAK,"rather"than"binding"of"one"protein"displacing"another"(Zhao,"Manser"et#al."2000)."
Kim"et#al."also"determined"that"Piccolo,"FAK"and"βTPIX"bind"to"distinct"regions"within"the"SHD"









adhesions," and"moreover" the" recruitment" of" each" protein" is" reciprocally" regulated" by" the"
others" in" the" complex."GIT" localises" to" focal" adhesions"by"binding" to"paxillin," and"βTPIX" in"
turn"localises"to"these"complexes"by"binding"GIT"(Turner,"Brown"et#al."1999,"Zhao,"Manser"et#
al."2000,"Premont,"Perry"et#al."2004)."It"has"been"demonstrated"that"RhoJ"binds"to"GIT,"and"
indirectly" associates" with" βTPIX" (Katarzyna" Leszczynska," PhD" thesis)." The" observation" that"
silencing" of" any" member" of" the" RhoJ/GIT/PIX" complex" affects" recruitment" of" the" other"
proteins"in"the"complex"demonstrates"that"there"is"some"interplay"between"this"localisation,"
however" there" are" still" questions" remaining" regarding" the" order" of" recruitment," and" how"
each"protein"regulates"the"others."For"example,"it"is"known"that"GIT"binds"to"both"RhoJ"and"
paxillin,"and"it" is"thought"that"the" interaction"with"GIT"enables" localisation"of"RhoJ"to"focal"
adhesions,"however" it" is"unclear"why"RhoJ"knockdown"should"affect" recruitment"of"GIT" to"
focal"adhesions."GIT2"must"be"phosphorylated"at"3"tyrosine"residues"(Tyr"286,"392"and"592)"
before"it"is"able"to"interact"with"paxillin"and"be"recruited"to"focal"adhesions"(Brown,"Cary"et#
al." 2005)," and" the" results" in" this" chapter" show" that" RhoJ" activation" modulates" GIT2"
phosphorylation." It" is" therefore" possible" that" the" loss" of" RhoJ" weakens" the" interaction"
between"GIT"and"paxillin,"and"impairs"recruitment"to"adhesions"as"a"result."
The"data"presented"in"Chapter"3"show"that"RhoJ"regulates"focal"adhesion"dynamics,"and"in"




2011)," phenocopying" the" effect" of" RhoJ" knockdown" and" further" suggesting" that" these"
proteins"function"in"concert"with"one"another."Given"that"knockdown"of"βTPIX"or"GIT1/2"also"
phenocopies"the"effect"of"RhoJ"silencing"on"tube"formation,"these"data"strongly"suggest"that"
RhoJ," GIT" and" βTPIX" function" together" in" order" to" regulate" adhesion" disassembly" and"
migration"and"tube"formation."
As"mentioned" previously," the" data" presented" in" this" chapter" suggests" that" RhoJ" regulates"
tyrosine" phosphorylation" of" GIT2." While" it" does" not" appear" that" RhoJ" modulates" the"
activities"of"Src"or"FAK,"since"there"was"no"change"in"autoTphosphorylation"of"FAK"Tyr"397"or"
Src" Tyr" 416" in" GFPTdaRhoJ" expressing" cells," the" role" of" RhoJ" in" regulating" activity" of" a"
phosphatase" cannot" be" ruled" out." GIT2" has" been" identified" as" a" substrate" for" the"
phosphatase"PTPTPEST,"which" is" also" involved" in" regulating" adhesion"disassembly" (AngersT
Loustau," Cote" et# al." 1999," Jamieson," Tumbarello" et# al." 2005," Brinas," Vassilopoulos" et# al."
2013),"and"it"would"be"interesting"to"investigate"whether"the"activity"of"this"phosphatase"is"
altered" upon" expression" of" daRhoJ." Alternatively," it" is" possible" that" since" active" RhoJ"
increases" recruitment" of" GIT2" to" adhesions," there" is" more" protein" available" for"
phosphorylation" by" Src" and" FAK" at" these" adhesions." Expression" of" daRhoJ" also" increased"
total"GIT2" levels,"and" it" is"not"yet"clear"whether"RhoJ"affects" the"stability"of"GIT2," thereby"
increasing" the" levels" in# vitro," or" whether" it" regulates" transcription" or" translation" of" the"





of" serine" and" threonine" phosphorylation" have" been" identified" in" GIT1," and" many" of" the"
affected"residues"are"conserved" in"GIT2"(Webb,"Mayhew"et#al."2006)" it" is" likely"that"active"
RhoJ" regulates" a" Ser/Thr" kinase." The"PAK"proteins" are"a" family"of" Ser/Thr" kinases" and"are"
known" to" phosphorylate"myosin" II" (Zhang,"Webb" et# al." 2005)," a" process" that" RhoJ" is" also"
known"to"mediate"(Kaur,"Leszczynska"et#al."2011)."βTPIX"recruits"PAK"to"focal"adhesions"via"
its"SH3"domain"(Bagrodia,"Taylor"et#al."1998),"and"thus"it"is"possible"that"active"RhoJ"induces"
increased" PAK" recruitment" to" adhesions" and" as" such" increased" phosphorylation" of" serine"
and"threonine"residues"in"GIT."
The" results" gathered" in" this" chapter" indicate" that" βTPIX"may" act" as" a" GEF" for" RhoJ," since"
knockdown"of"βTPIX" resulted" in" reduced"RhoJ"activation."However," further"work"would"be"






and"as"a" result"adhesion"disassembly" (Feng,"Baird"et#al."2010)."Given" that"active"RhoJ"also"
promotes" adhesion" disassembly," it" would" be" interesting" to" determine" whether"
phosphorylation"of" βTPIX" is" also" necessary" for" its" activation"of" RhoJ." In" the" context" of" the"
results"gathered" in" this"chapter," it" is"certainly"possible" that"phosphorylated"βTPIX"activates"
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RhoJ"and"stimulates"adhesion"disassembly"via"GIT1"and"active"RhoJ."Additionally,"since"RhoJ"
has" been" found" to" regulate" phosphorylation" of" GIT2," it" would" be" useful" to" determine"
whether"there"is"also"an"effect"on"phosphorylation"of"βTPIX,"which"would"suggest"a"positive"
feedback" loop" on" RhoJ" activity." Alternatively," as" daRhoJ" enhances" βTPIX" recruitment" to"






daRhoJ" cells" compared" to" GFP" only" cells," and" it" is" known" that" this" protein" is" found"
downstream"of"Rac1"and"Cdc42"(Strath,"Georgopoulos"et#al."2009)."Since"RhoJ"is"thought"to"




GIT1" expression"was" associated"with" a" change" in" phosphorylation"of" eNOS"at" serine" 1177"
which" is" representative" of" eNOS" activation;" for" example" overexpression" of" GIT1" led" to"
increased" phosphorylation" (Liu," Premont" et# al." 2012)." The" data" from" the" phosphokinase"
array" suggested" that" expression" of" active" RhoJ" decreased" eNOS" phosphorylation," so" it" is"
possible"that"RhoJ"acts"to"balance"the"GIT1"induced"activation"of"eNOS"in"endothelial"cells."
However," GIT1" and" eNOS" were" primarily" found" to" associate" in" the" perinuclear" region" of"
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sinusoidal" endothelial" cells," rather" than" the" plasma" membrane" or" focal" adhesions" where"
RhoJ"is"located."If"RhoJ"decreases"eNOS"phosphorylation"in#vivo,"this"would"lead"to"reduced"
enzyme" activation" and" as" such" reduced" NO" production" and" release." Nitric" oxide" levels" in"
HUVEC" could" therefore" be" measured" using" methods" previously" described," including" the"
Griess" reaction"which"measures" basal" NO" production" (Privat," Lantoine" et# al." 1997)." Given"
that"NO"is"important"for"normal"endothelial"function"and"pulmonary"angiogenesis,"a"role"for"
RhoJ" in"reducing"its"production"would"indicate"a"negative"effect"on"vascular"remodelling" in#
vivo" (Klinger,"Abman"et#al."2013)." In" in#vitro" tube"formation"assays,"GFPTdaRhoJ"expression"
induced" increased" branching" (Kaur," Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)," which" potentially" suggests" a"
reduction"in"pruning"during"remodelling."
In" summary," the" data" presented" in" this" chapter" show" that" RhoJ" interacts" with" the" focal"
adhesion" proteins" GIT1," GIT2" and" βTPIX" and" this" complex" regulates" one" another’s"
recruitment" to" adhesions." It" seems" likely" that" these" proteins" work" in" concert" to" regulate"
focal" adhesion" disassembly" and" ultimately" cell" migration" and" tube" formation," certainly"
knockdown"of"each"protein"in"the"complex"impaired"tubule"formation"in"both"the"Matrigel"
and" coTculture" assays." Functionally," it" appears" that" βTPIX" plays" a" role" in" mediating" RhoJ"
activation," while" RhoJ" activity" regulates" GIT2" levels" and" phosphorylation." Furthermore,"
expression" of" GFPTdaRhoJ" affects" phosphorylation" of" a" number" of" kinases" including" JNK,"
STAT5"and"eNOS,"which"may"indicate"a"wider"role"for"RhoJ"in"multiple"signalling"pathways,"






















The"use" of" transgenic"mice" is" a"wellTdescribed"method" to" investigate" the" role" of" genes" in#
vivo."Often"mice"are"generated"which" lack" the"gene"of" interest" (knockout"mice),"either"by"
direct"deletion"of"the"gene"or"geneTtrap"technology."Knock"out"mice"are"frequently"used"to"
describe" the" function" of" genes" in" normal" physiological" development," as" well" as" in"
pathological"conditions."Conversely," it" is"possible"to"overexpress"particular"proteins" in#vivo,"
to" assess" the" inverse" effect" of" gene" knockout." It" is" also" possible" to" ‘knockTin’" a" gene" of"
interest," often" a" mutant" version" of" the" gene" is" inserted" into" the" genome," replacing" the"
endogenous" form." For" example," VEGFR2" contains" two" tyrosine" residues" that" are" autoT
phosphorylated" in" response" to" VEGF" stimulation," triggering" signalling" cascades" relating" to"
endothelial"cell"proliferation,"focal"adhesion"turnover"and"migration"(Takahashi,"Yamaguchi"
et#al."2001,"Cross,"Dixelius"et#al."2003)."Mice"have"been"generated"whereby"mutant"forms"of"




inducible" manner." Soluble" VEGFR1" for" example" has" been" specifically" deleted" in" the"
endocardium" to" investigate" its" role" in" coronary" angiogenesis" (Zhang" and" Zhou" 2013)."
Induction" of" gene" deletion" after" birth" is" particularly" useful" when" a" deletion" is" lethal." For"
example,"bacteriophage"Cre"recombinase"may"be"fused"to"mutated"domains"of"the"estrogen"
receptor," which" is" activated" after" mice" are" treated" with" tamoxifen" (Feil," Valtcheva" et# al."
2009)." Cre" recombinase" cleaves" loxP" sites" within" the" genome," enabling" recombination" at"
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to"describe" its" function" in"a"mammalian"organism."The"use"of"endothelial"cells" in#vitro"has"
indicated"a"role"for"RhoJ" in"cell"migration"and"tube"formation,"which"are"both"vital" for"the"
process"of"angiogenesis"(Kaur,"Leszczynska"et#al."2011,"Yuan,"Sacharidou"et#al."2011)."Recent"
publications" have" also" shown" that" RhoJ" plays" a" role" in"mediating"melanoma" invasion" and"
chemoresistance"(Ho,"Aruri"et#al."2012,"Ho,"Soto"Hopkin"et#al."2013)"as"well"as"being"highly"
upregulated"in"a"number"of"different"cancers"(Masiero,"Simoes"et#al."2013)."Together,"these"






vascular" development" in" embryos" 10.5" dpc." In" neonatal" heterozygous" endothelialTspecific"
overexpressing"mice," dysfunctional" retinal" vascular" development" was" also" observed," with"
membrane"blebs"found"in"the"sprouting"vessels."A"RhoJ"knockout"mouse"was"also"reported"
in" 2012"by" Takase"et# al." Little"was"presented," however" a" small" but" significant"decrease" in"
radial"growth"of"the"neonatal"retinal"vascularisation"was"found,"with"increased"numbers"of"
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empty" sleeves" i.e." basement" membrane" sleeves" which" lacked" the" endothelial" marker"
isolectin"B4"(Takase,"Matsumoto"et#al."2012)."
Recently,"Kim"et#al."presented"the"use"of"a"RhoJ"knockout"mouse"in"various"tumour"assays."
They" determined" that" loss" of" RhoJ" expression" impaired" tumour" growth" due" to" decreased"
vessel"density"and"stability."Additionally,"decreased"metastasis"was"observed"in"these"mice."
Furthermore,"it"was"suggested"that"RhoJ"could"be"a"target"for"future"therapies,"as"inducible"
knockout" reduced" growth" of" established" tumours," and" its" knockout" in" combination" with"
other"antiTangiogenic"therapies"enhanced"antiTtumour"effects"(Kim,"Yang"et#al."2014)."
The" aim" of" this" chapter" was" to" generate" a" line" of" RhoJ" knockout"mice" for" use" in" in# vivo#









In" order" to" ultimately" breed" a" RhoJ" knockout" mouse" colony," mice" which" transmit" the"
knockout" cassette" first" needed" to" be" produced." C57" black" 6" (C57BL/6N)" JM8.N4" feederT
independent"embryonic"stem"(ES)"cells"containing"the"RhoJ"knockout"first"promoter"driven"
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cassette" (RhoJtm1a(KOMP)Wtsi" project" ID"CSD25401)"were"procured" from" the"Knockout"Mouse"
Project"(University"of"California,"Davis)."A"diagram"of"the"construct"is"shown"in"Figure"5.1.A."
Culturing"of"ES"cells,"injection"into"albino"C57BL/6"blastocysts"and"subsequent"implantation"
into" pseudoTpregnant" albino" C57BL/6" females" was" performed" by" Dr." Andrea" Bacon"
(Transgenic"Facilities"Manager,"University"of"Birmingham)."
Initially," pseudoTpregnant" FVBN" females" were" used" for" implantations," and" the" resulting"
chimeras"bred"with"FVBN"mice."Five"chimeras"were"generated,"3"males"and"2"females."All"3"
males"and"1"female"were"bred"to"assess"germline"transmission,"however"the"female"chimera"
did" not" become" pregnant," and" no" germline" transmission" was" observed" from" the" male"
chimeras" after" a" total" of" 296" pups" were" born" (98" from" 1" chimera," 99" from" each" of" the"
remaining"2"chimeras)."As"a"result,"albino"C57"black"6"females"were"used"for"implantations."
Using" the" same" strain" of" mice" to" inject" into" as" the" ES" cell" background" eliminates" any"
differences" that"might" be" found" between" strains," and" is" the" ideal"method" for" generating"
chimeras."
Two"male"pups"resulting"from"these"injection"sessions"were"classified"as"chimeras"based"on"








































LN1" 2" 1" 1" Het" Het"
LN2" 2" 2" 0" 2"Het" "
LN3" 5" 4" 1" 3"Het,"1"WT" WT"
LN4" 1" 1" 0" Het" "
LN5" 4" 2" 2" 1"Het,"1"WT" 1"Het,"1"WT"
LN6" 3" 3" 0" 2"Het,"1"WT" "
LN7" 1" 0" 1" " Het"
LN8" 3" 2" 1" 1"Het,"1"WT" WT"
LN9" 2" 1" 1" Het" WT"








of"primers" to"amplify" regions" from"the"knockout" cassette"were" tested."The"products"were"




genomic"DNA" sample" extracted" from"an"ear" clip," the"original" ES" cells" and" a"water" control"
were"tested"with"each"set."Figure"5.2.C"shows"the"products"from"each"PCR."As"expected,"the"
water" control" shows" no" amplified" product" in" any" of" the" three" reactions." The" wildTtype"
control"mouse"sample"meanwhile"only"gives"a"product"using"the"pair"of"primers"designed"to"
amplify"a"region"of"mouse"DNA"lacking"the"cassette."While"this"region"could"theoretically"be"
amplified" in" a" knockout" mouse," the" knockout" cassette" interrupts" it," meaning" that" a" very"
large" product" would" be" generated." The" possibility" of" this" scenario" was" eliminated" by"
allowing"a"short" length"of"time"for"elongation,"meaning"that"only"a"small"product"could"be"





being"most"optimal."Going" forwards," the"wildTtype"pair"was"used" in" combination"with" the"

































































































































heterozygous" (as"noted" in"Table"5.1)."Along"with" the"water"negative"control"and"wildTtype"




The" RhoJ" knockout" cassette" contains" a" lacZ" gene,"which" is" translated" into" βTgalactosidase"
protein" in"place"of"RhoJ"and"should"be"able"to"be"stained"for"with"Xgal." Initial"attempts"to"
stain"for"βTgalactosidase"failed,"and"it"was"not"possible"to"discriminate"RhoJ"protein"from"a"
nonTspecific" band" of" similar" size" by"Western" blotting" (data" not" shown)." It" was" therefore"
important"to"confirm"the"splicing"events"that"occurred"in#vivo.""
RNA"was"extracted" from"mouse" lung" tissue"and"cDNA"generated,"which"was" subsequently"
used"for"traditional"PCR."Primers"that"spanned"the"RhoJ"exon"1Texon"2"boundary"were"used"











































































have" the"cassette" in"both"alleles"only" splices" to" the"knockout"cassette" rather" than"exon"2,"
however" there" is"a" clear"product" from" the"primers" spanning" the"exon"1Texon"2"boundary."
This"suggests"that"while"there"is"some"splicing"to"the"knockout"cassette,"it"is"not"complete,"
and"not"sufficient"to"inhibit"production"of"wildTtype"RhoJ"mRNA"and"subsequent"translation"






RhoJ" exon" 2" rather" than" just" the" cassette" splice" acceptor," so" to" combat" this" issue" and"
generate" a" true" RhoJ" knockout" mouse," exon" 2" was" removed" using" Cre" mediated"
recombination" at" the" loxP" sites" flanking" this" exon." This" was" achieved" by" crossing"
homozygous"genetrap"mice"with"female"PGKTCre"mice.""
Expression"of"the"enzyme"Cre"recombinase" is"under"control"of" the"phosphoglyerate"kinase"
(PGKT1)" promoter" in" PGKTCre" mice." This" enzyme" cleaves" loxP" sites" and" enables" DNA"
recombination"at"these"sites,"leading"to"deletion"of"the"floxed"exon."RhoJ"exon"2"is"flanked"
by" loxP" sites" in" the" knockout" cassette," so" breeding" the" RhoJ" genetrap"mice"with" PGKTCre"
mice"enables"generation"of"offspring"with"exon"2"removed,"meaning"that"the"problems"with"
splicing" identified" in" Section" 5.4" are" no" longer" relevant." The" PGKTCre" females" give" rise" to"
















is" the" expected" Mendelian" ratio" for" a" pairing" of" a" homozygous" positive" mouse" with" a"
homozygous"negative"mouse."







































































































2." At" this" stage," all" offspring" were" heterozygous" for" the" cleaved" cassette" because" the"
homozygous"RhoJ"genetrap"mice"were"been"bred"with"wildTtype"PGKTCre"mice." In"order"to"










As" can" be" seen" in" the" images" in" Figure" 5.7.A," tumours" from" wildTtype" mice" were" highly"
vascularised" and" large"whereas" those" from" RhoJ" knockout"mice"were"much" smaller," with"




























The"original"aim"of" this"chapter"was"to"generate"a"RhoJ"knockout"mouse" for"use" in" in#vivo"
angiogenesis" assays," to" identify" a" role" for" RhoJ" in" either" physiological" or" pathological"
angiogenesis."The"data"presented"above"demonstrates"that"while"mice"carrying"the"genetrap"
cassette" were" successfully" created," further" investigation" into" splicing" showed" that" the"
cassette" did" not" result" in" the" generation" of" a" knockout" mouse." Despite" mice" being"
homozygous"for"the"knockout"cassette,"RhoJ"exon"1"continued"to"splice"to"RhoJ"exon"2," in"
addition" to" the" splice" acceptor" within" the" cassette." As" a" result," RhoJ" was" not" properly"
knocked"out,"so"further"breeding"was"required"in"order"to"generate"a"full"knockout."PGKTCre"
mice," which" produce" the" enzyme" Cre" recombinase," were" mated" with" the" RhoJ" genetrap"
mice."Cre"recombinase"cleaves"loxP"sites,"which"span"RhoJ"exon"2"in"the"knockout"cassette,"
so" offspring" from" these" pairings" should" have" the" RhoJ" exon" 2" removed" in" one" allele." Cre"
negative"offspring"were"subsequently"bred"together,"in"order"to"generate"a"mixture"of"wildT
type,"heterozygous"and"homozygous"mice"which"can"ultimately"be"used"for"in#vivo"assays."An"
initial" experiment" to"assess" tumour"growth" in"wildTtype"and"RhoJ" knockout"mice"was"also"
performed,"with"small,"unvascularised"tumours"forming"in"knockouts."
While" several" papers" have" been" published" regarding" the" in# vitro" function" of" RhoJ" in"
endothelial"cells"in"recent"years,"at"the"start"of"these"PhD"studies"the"role"of"RhoJ"in#vivo"had"
yet" to" be" investigated." In" the" interim," Takase"et# al." published" the"use"of" a" RhoJ" knockout"
" 216"
mouse"created"from"the"same"ES"cell"clone"as"used"in"these"studies"(Takase,"Matsumoto"et#





a" small" decrease" in" the" amount" of" splicing" between" RhoJ" exon" 1" and" RhoJ" exon" 2" in" the"
genetrap" knockout"mouse,"which"may"explain"why" a"minimal" phenotype"was" reported"by"
Takase"and"colleagues."
Kim" and" colleagues" subsequently" generated" a" RhoJ" knockout"mouse"whereby" exon" 1"was"
replaced" with" GFP." As" a" result," GFP" expression" could" be" used" as" a" reporter" gene" to"
determine" where" RhoJ" would" normally" be" expressed." They" determined" that" RhoJ" is"
expressed"in"tumour"vessels,"and"knockout"leads"to"a"reduction"in"tumour"growth"associated"




While"extensive" tumour"data"has"already"been"published,"and" it"has"been"shown" that" the"
knockout" mouse" is" fertile" and" develops" normally," there" are" other" avenues" yet" to" be"
explored." In" particular," the" sponge" implantation" assay" is" an" established" protocol" in" our"
laboratory" and" enables" assessment" of" vessel" growth" into" a" subcutaneously" implanted"
sponge" in" response" to" VEGF." Additionally," models" of" sprouting" and" splitting" angiogenesis"
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have" been" developed" which" could" be" performed" in" the" RhoJ" knockout" mice." Sprouting"
angiogenesis"is"modelled"by"removal"of"the#tibialis#anterior"muscle,"which"induces"overload"
on"the"extensor#digitorum#longus"(EDL)"muscle,"resulting"in"hyperplasia"and"hypertrophy"and"
ultimately" increased" angiogenesis." Splitting" angiogenesis" meanwhile" is" modelled" by"
treatment" of" mice" with" prazosin," a" vasodilator" that" induces" increased" blood" flow," also"
measured" in" the"EDL" (Egginton,"Zhou"et#al."2001,"Hussain,"Steimle"et#al."2012)."Given" that"
data" previously" published" (Kaur," Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)" and" in" Chapter" 3" of" this" thesis"
demonstrate" that" RhoJ" promotes" focal" adhesion" disassembly," cell" migration" and" tube"
formation," it" could"be"hypothesised" that" the"RhoJ" regulates" sprouting"angiogenesis," and"a"
phenotype"would"be"seen"in"this"model"in#vivo."
It" is"also"possible" that"while" the"RhoJ"knockout"mouse"appears" to"develop"normally," there"
may"be"some"changes"during"development"of"vascular"beds"that"do"not"affect"viability."To"
more" closely" assess" the" role" of" RhoJ" in" vascular" development," timed" matings" could" be"
performed" and" mice" studied" at" stages" throughout" gestation," which" would" determine"
whether"angiogenesis"is"abnormal"at"any"stage"in#utero."
Additionally,"RhoJ"is"expressed"in"thymus"and"B"cells,"as"well"as"platelets"(Sukhbir"Kaur,"PhD"
thesis," 2011)." It" would" therefore" be" interesting" to" assess" whether" RhoJ" has" any" effect" in"
regulating" platelet" function" or" the" development" of" thymocytes." Platelets" for" example" are"
important" regulators" of" angiogenesis," by" stimulating" the" release" of" both" proT" and" antiT




2006)."GIT2"has"also"been" identified"as" regulating" thymocyte" selection"and"motility" (Phee,"
Dzhagalov"et#al."2010),"and"since"RhoJ"functionally" interacts"with"this"protein," it" is"possible"
that"RhoJ"may"also"influence"these"processes.""
In"conclusion,"work"performed"during"these"PhD"studies"has"resulted"in"the"generation"of"a"


















































ranging" functions" in" regulating" the" cytoskeleton" including" modulating" focal" adhesion"
numbers" and" stress" fibres,"mediating" cell"migration" and" regulating" tube" formation." Given"








laboratory" (Kaur," Leszczynska" et# al." 2011)." RhoJ" had" previously" been" identified" as" an"
interacting"partner"of"the"GIT/PIX"complex"(Katarzyna"Leszczynska,"PhD"thesis)."These"focal"
adhesion"proteins"have"been" implicated" in" regulating"adhesion"disassembly" (Zhao,"Manser"
et#al."2000,"Nayal,"Webb"et#al."2006,"Kuo,"Han"et#al."2011),"which"is"particularly"interesting"
given" that" it" has" been" shown" in" this" thesis" that" RhoJ" also" specifically" modulates" focal"
adhesion" disassembly." Interactions" between" RhoJ" and" GIT1," GIT2" and" βTPIX" have" been"
demonstrated,"and"these"interactions"appear"to"be"functionally"relevant,"as"the"recruitment"
of"any"member"of"the"complex"to"adhesions"is"dependent"on"the"expression"of"the"others."
Dominant" active" RhoJ" enhances" focal" adhesion" disassembly" as" well" as" increasing" the"
recruitment"of"the"GIT/PIX"complex"to"adhesions,"suggesting"that"RhoJ"functions"in"concert"
with"GIT"and"PIX"in"order"to"promote"adhesion"disassembly."This"is"further"supported"by"the"
finding"that" individual"knockdowns"of"RhoJ,"GIT"and"PIX"phenocopy"one"another" in" in#vitro"
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consequences" of" these" interactions." While" on" one" hand," it" seems" likely" that" RhoJ"
predominantly" influences"adhesion"disassembly"via" the"GIT/PIX"proteins," it" is"possible" that"
there"are"multiple"pathways" that" converge" to"enable"RhoJ" to"promote"disassembly"and" in"
turn"migration"and"tube" formation."Firstly," focal"adhesion"disassembly" is"closely" related"to"
contractility." Loss" of" tensile" strength" is" associated" with" adhesion" disassembly," since"
RhoA/ROCK" enhance" both" contractility" and" adhesion" maturation" (Broussard,"Webb" et# al."
2008,"Parsons,"Horwitz"et#al."2010,"Ciobanasu,"Faivre"et#al."2012)."Active"RhoJ" is"known"to"
downregulate"RhoA"activity," and"a"ROCK" inhibitor"has"been" shown" to" rescue" the"effect"of"
RhoJ"knockdown"on"focal"adhesion"numbers,"demonstrating"that"RhoJ"regulates"contractility"




RhoA" and" ROCK" activity," thereby" reducing" intracellular" tension" and" switching" from"
maturation"to"disassembly"of"adhesions.""










































another"method"of" adhesion"disassembly," showed"a" small," but" not" statistically" significant,"
decrease" upon" RhoJ" silencing." This" could" be" investigated" further" using" a" more" sensitive"
imaging" technique" that" could" study" individual" targeting" events"more" readily," for" example"
TIRF" microscopy" of" GFPTtubulin," RFPTpaxillin" expressing" cells" could" be" employed." Others"
have"previously" visualised"microtubule"plusTend" targeting"of" adhesions" in"endothelial" cells"
by"TIRF"microscopy,"using"GFPTtubulin"and"DsRedTpaxillin"(Rovini,"Gauthier"et#al."2013)."Focal"
adhesion"targeting"and"subsequent"adhesion"disassembly"is"itself"regulated"by"a"number"of"
processes," including" calpain" mediated" proteolysis" and" regulation" of" Rho" GTPase" activity"
















Since" angiogenesis," and" in" particular" sprouting" angiogenesis," is" so" dependent" on" cell"
migration," the"data"gathered" in" this" thesis" support" the"hypothesis" that"RhoJ" is" involved" in"




2002," Connolly," Simpson" et# al." 2002," Davis," Bayless" et# al." 2002)," meaning" that" RhoJ" may"
mediate"these"processes"via"Cdc42"and"Rac1,"in"addition"to"its"own"intrinsic"functions."RhoA"
activity"is"associated"with"the"collapse"of"lumen"(Bayless"and"Davis"2004),"and"RhoJ’s"role"in"
regulating" RhoA" activity" may" additionally" be" related" to" its" function" in" tube" and" lumen"
formation." It"should"however"be"noted"that"others"have"reported"proTangiogenic"functions"
for"RhoA,"for"example"in"positively"mediating"VEGFTstimulated"cell"migration"and"endothelial"
cell" organisation" (Hoang," Whelan" et" al." 2004," Bryan," Dennstedt" et" al." 2010)," which" is"
somewhat" contradictory" to" the" hypothesis" that" RhoJ" mediates" angiogenesis" in" part" by"
downregulating"RhoA"activity.""







model" these" forms"of"angiogenesis"have"been"published" (Egginton," Zhou"et#al." 2001)," and"








and"whether" there" is" any" additive" effect" on" the" phenotypes" observed" in" the"GIT" and" PIX"
knockout"mice"(see"Section"1.5.6)."
In" addition," a" role" for"RhoJ" in" regulating" signalling"has"been" identified." Figure"6.2"outlines"
how"RhoJ" is" thought"to"regulate"and"be"regulated"by"other"proteins." It" is"known"that"GIT2"
must" be" phosphorylated" by" the" kinases" Src" and" FAK" at" Tyr" 286," 392" and" 592" in" order" to"
localise" to" adhesions" (Brown," Cary" et# al." 2005)." Additionally," many" threonine" and" serine"
phosphorylation" events" have" been" identified" in" GIT1," with" residues" conserved" in" GIT2"
(Webb,"Mayhew"et#al."2006)."It"was"observed"that"GIT2"in"GFPTdaRhoJ"expressing"cells"was"












































given" that"RhoJ" regulates"phosphorylation"of"GIT2," it" is" entirely" possible" that" there"would"
also"be"a"role"for"RhoJ"in"modulating"phosphorylation"of"βTPIX."It"has"previously"been"shown"
that" phosphorylation"of" βTPIX" Tyr" 442" influences" its"GEF" activity," as"well" as" its" interaction"
with"GIT"(Feng,"Baird"et#al."2006,"Feng,"Baird"et#al."2010)."It"would"be"particularly"interesting"
to" investigate" the" level" of" phosphorylation" at" this" residue" in" cells" with"manipulated" RhoJ"
expression"given"that"we"believe"βTPIX"may"act"as"a"GEF"towards"RhoJ,"however"a"phosphoT
specific" antibody" is" not" readily" available." There" is," however," the" ability" to" perform" mass"




localisation" of" RhoJ" activation." While" we" envisage" that" RhoJ" would" be" activated" at" focal"
adhesions,"and"preliminary"data"supports" this" theory," this"has"yet" to"be"confirmed."Others"
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have" used" biosensors" to" visualise" sites" of" Rac," Rho" and" Cdc42" activation" (Kraynov,"
Chamberlain"et#al."2000,"Nalbant,"Hodgson"et#al."2004,"Pertz,"Hodgson"et#al."2006),"giving"
insights" into" spatiotemporal" activity," as" well" as" gradients" of" activation." Additionally,"
regulation"of"RhoJ"activation"could"be"investigated"further,"in"order"to"identify"how"a"wider"
range"of" growth" factors" and"endogenous"angiogenesis" inhibitors" affect" its" activity" in# vitro."
The"biosensor"could"also"be"used"to"determine"how"RhoJ"is"activated"during"tubulogenesis."
Our"laboratory"routinely"uses"both"Matrigel"and"coTculture"assays"to"model"endothelial"tube"





in# vivo?" We" do" not" believe" that" RhoJ" and" βTPIX" compete" for" GIT," however" it" would" be"
informative" to" determine" the" specific" residues" that" are" required" for" the" individual"
interactions."Also,"both"GIT"and"PIX"proteins"are"known"to"form"homoT"and"heterodimers,"as"
well" as" forming" a" heteropentameric" structure" (Premont," Perry" et# al." 2004," Schlenker" and"
Rittinger" 2009)," however" we" do" not" know" the" stoichiometry" of" the" RhoJ/GIT/PIX"
interactions." We" have" also" hypothesised" that" RhoJ" primarily" interacts" with" GIT2" in# vivo,"
however" this" is" based" on" expression" levels" of" GIT2" compared" to" GIT1" rather" than"
biochemical" data," which" would" need" to" be" gathered" in" order" to" eliminate" ambiguity."





knockout"mouse" in" angiogenesis" assays," there" are"many" avenues" yet" to" be" explored," not"
least"the"effect"on"GIT"and"PIX"in#vivo.""
The"ability"to"understand"how"RhoJ"functions"in#vivo,"in"combination"with"knowledge"of"its"in#
vitro" biology" is" crucial" if" RhoJ" is" to" be" pursued" as" a" potential" target" in" therapies" that"
modulate" angiogenesis." The" data" presented" in" this" thesis," along" with" that" which" has"
previously" been" published" suggests" that" RhoJ" promotes" angiogenesis," and" its" inhibition" in#
vivo" could" prove" useful" in" treating" cancer." In" particular," RhoJ" could" be" targeted" in"
combination"with"antiTVEGF"therapies,"which"are"frequently"used"yet"often"give" little" longT
term"benefit" on" their"own" (Bergers" and"Hanahan"2008,"Meadows"and"Hurwitz"2012,"Kim,"
Yang" et# al." 2014)." Additionally," in" diseases" that" are" characterised" by" insufficient"
angiogenesis,"RhoJ"could"be"used"to"promote"blood"vessel"growth."Therapeutic"angiogenesis"
may"be"used"in"the"treatment"of"disorders"like"hypertension"and"coronary"heart"disease"by"
stimulating" growth" of" new" vessels" as" a" result" of" gene," protein" or" cell" delivery" (Humar,"
Zimmerli"et#al."2009,"Chu"and"Wang"2012),"and"RhoJ"could"also"be"delivered"in"this"manner.""
Thus"far,"RhoJ"appears"to"be"a"promising" in#vivo"target"for"future"therapies,"however"there"





by" the" Rac" specific" GEF" Trio" or" Tiam1" (Gao," Dickerson" et# al." 2004)," however" this" too" has"
" 230"
limitations" in" that" it" lacks"potency" (Lu,"Longo"et#al."2009)."More"promising" is" the"ability" to"
target"other"parts"of"the"Rho"GTPase"signaling"pathway,"for"example"downstream"effectors."
The" RhoA" effector" ROCK" has" been" successfully" targeting" by" numerous" inhibitors" including"
Y27632"and"Fasudil,"and"these"drugs"have"been"used"to"effectively"treat"vascular"disorders"
including" cerebral" vasospasm" in" humans" (Siasios," Kapsalaki" et# al." 2013)" and" pulmonary"
hypertension" in" rodents" (Casey,"Badejo"et#al."2010)."The"work"presented" in" this" thesis"has"
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